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FOREWORD 
The Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) was conceived and 
funded by State highway departments as a means of developing new 
technologies for designing and maintaining longer-lasting, safer road- 
ways. During the S-year program, experts in materials, construction, 
maintenance, traffic operations, and other areas focused on develop- 
ing better ways of building and maintaining roads and bridges. 

The research program ended in 1993. Since then, the Federal High- 
way Administration (FI-IWA), the American Association of State High- 
way and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and the Transportation 
Research Board (TRB) have been working with highway agencies and 
industry on the implementation of SHRP products.This Status Report, 
which is published periodically, summarizes the activities and projects 
currently under way for implementing the products of the Strategic 
Highway Research Program. 

If you are familiar with the SHRP technologies and have followed 
the development of the implementation activities, the information in 
the Status Report gets right to the heart of the subject. However, if you 
are not quite so familiar with the subject, the Status Report may actu- 
ally generate more questions. In those cases where the “bridge” is not 
complete, we encourage you to pick up the telephone and contact the 
chairman or secretary of the appropriate technical working group for 
additional information. 

The strategic plan for SHRP implementation is described in the 
Implementation Plan-SHRP Products (June 1993, FHWA-SA-93-054). 
The plan describes the internal and external organizational structure, 
partners and partnerships, purposes, roles, and the implementation 
mechanisms and support functions that are used to accomplish the 
program. The plan provides the framework under which the panner- 
ships function in developing the detailed product implementation 
plans. 

FHWA provides several sources of information and assistance with 
SHRP products, including the following: 
l Pooled-fund purchases of new test equipment. 
l Test and evaluation projects. 
l Training, equipment demonstrations, workshops, and exhibits. 
0 SHRP Information Clearinghouse, a computerized, on-line source 

of information on FHWA’s SHRP implementation activities. 
l Focus, a monthly newsletter reporting on State, Federal, and in- 

dustry initiatives for implementing SHRP products. 

Technical Working 
Group contacts 

WM 
Cttakman: Gerry Ekr, Office 
of Engireering, 202-366-4853 
[fan: 202-36b9981; ma: 
geiler@ intergate.dot.govl. 
secretary: .bhn rlYng&, 
Office of ‘iectwdogy Applica- 
tions, 202-3660121 (fax 
202-3667909; emi& 
idawelo@inteff3ate.dot.govL 

wmvoperations 
Cocllairmen: 
Joe Lasek (wwk Zone Safety), 
Office of Highway Safety, 202- 
3662 174 (fax: 202-366 
2249; em&l: 
jlasek@intergate.&t.govl. 
Jesse story (Pavement and 
Wmter MaintenanceI, Office of 
Engineering, 202-366-1552 
ualc 202-3669981; entail: 
jsto@intetgate.dotgov~. 

Ct3WtdrieS: 

Mike But-k Work Zone safety], 
Office of lidm&gy Appika 
tions, 202-3668033 (fax: 
202-3667909; email: 
~mburi@intergate.dot.govI, 
Gary Hetlderson (eavement 
and Wmter Maintenance), 
office of Tecbnofogy Apprlcb 
tions. 202-366-l 283 [fax: 
202-366-7909; ema% 
ghende~ete.dotgov). 

cmcrstr, 8lKtw 
-:slu?utyrJsar, : 
-0f’Ftchnoksy~ 
Sons. 202-36M120 @ax #)2- 
366-7909;emaik .. 
~akdot~. 
secram hsld Jatkson,-m- 
ficeofTechndogyl. 
202-366-6770 Ifax: 202.366- 
7909; emait: @a&son 
Qintergate.dot~I. 

Continued, page 4 
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Assisting in the development of the overall strategy for SHRP imple- 
mentation is the Transportation Research Board’s SHRP Committee. 
The committee, composed of top-level managers from industry, State 
highway agencies, academia, and FHWA, provides oversight to thelong- 
term pavement performance studies and serves as a sounding board 
for ideas for overcoming institutional barriers to SHRP implementa- 
tion. 

Each State and FHWA regional and division office has designated 
a SHRP implementation coordinator. So that these coordinators can 
benefit from each others’ experiences, FHWA holds a coordinators 
meeting each January in Washington, D.C. 

The technical working groups and their subgroups, known as ex- 
pert task groups, are key players in shaping the scope, structure, and 
content of the SHRP implementation program. 

The AASHTO Task Force on SHRP Implementation, chaired by 
BobbieTempleton of theTexas Department offransportation, provides 
coordination and guidance to States in implementing SHRP products. 

With local governments responsible for more than 70 percent of 
our Nations roads and streets, local highway organizations are prime 
candidates for implementing SHRP products. FHWA has contracted 
with Hibbs Highway Engineering Services to assist the LocalTechnical 
Assistance Program (LTAP) centers with the delivery of SHRP products 
to local governments. Toward that end, Hibbs provides the ITAP cen- 
ters with news articles, technical materials, product exhibits, loaner 
equipment, and training packages geared to the needs of local high- 
way agencies. 

Continffed from page 3 

Long-Term Pavment Perfomance 
Chaiian: John Haltin, Office of Engkweriig, 202-366-1323 (fx 202. 
366 9981; email: jhailm @intergate.dot.gcRI). 

Overall Coordhation 

Tommy Beatty, CMce of Technology FW4whns, 202-366-8028 [fax: 202- 
3667909; emaik tbeamtwgate. dut.govl. 

Toobtainacopyofthe~areprogrMneededtoaccessthe~ 
hfotmation Clearinghouse. contact Mark Bradley at Tanya fteie&ow 202* 
2898108; fax: 202-28981073. 

k>beaddedtotheFocusmailinglist,contattlissPopcaifarinetac 
Hughes & Associates &&phone: 202~347~144& fax 202~3474938). 

---- .-.-. - --_-._ ---- _-.---.- 
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Asphalt UPDATE 

FHWA continues its outreach program to inform the high- 
way community about the Superpave system, which was the 
primary product of the SHRP asphalt research program. 

A new brochure, “The Superpave System: New Tools for De- 
signing and Building More Durable Asphalt Pavements,” pro- 
vides an overview of the Super-pave system and a list of resourc- 
es for additional information. The brochure (Publication 
Number FHWA-SA-96-010) is available from FHWA’s Reports 
Distribution Center (telephone: 703-285-2144, fax: 703-285- 
2919). 

The Super-pave system was also the theme of the October 
1995 issue of the Asphalt Contractor. FHWA provided several 
articles for the issue: 
l User-Producer Groups Set the Stage for Superpave 
l Team Rehning Superpave Software 
l States Move Forward on Superpave 
l Super-pave Straight TaJk 
l Superpave Travels a Rocky Road to Implementation 

A new videotape on the Super-pave volumetric mix design pro- 
cedures, produced jointly by FKWA and the National Asphalt 
Pavement Association, wiJJ be available in January 1996. 

Superpave was very much on the agenda of the recent an- 
nual meeting of the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials. Augmenting the many presentations 
and committee meetings on Super-pave was FHWA’s mobile Su- 
perpave laboratory, which was parked outside the meeting site 
to allow participants a hands-on look at the new test devices. 

Binder Test Equipment 
Testing asphalt binders for conformance with the Superpave 
binder specification requires five principal pieces of equipment: 
l Pressure aging vessel, to simulate in-service aging of the 

binder; 
l Rotational viscometer, to determine the flow characteristics 

of the binder; 
l Bending beam rheometer, to measure the binder’s low-tem- 

perature stiffness; 

Superpave 
The Superpave Wperkw 
Performing Asphalt Paw- 
met&i) mix design and anaC 
ysis system is a sign&ant 
advancement in hot-mix as- 
phalt pavement design. By 
taking into aamJnt climatic 
condiiionsandpf~tedtraf- 
fit loads, the system aliows 
highway departments and 
contractors to create pave- 
ments that will better resist 
futting and cracking and w 
will iast longer. 

State .@hway agencies, 
roadbuilders, suppliis, and 
0th~~ in the highway indus 
tfy are in the process of ac- 
quiring and learning how to 
usethebatteryofnewtest 
equipment requked far Su- 
pefpave mixes. This ?stxtbn 
EghlightStlWprogresSmade 
bybOthStateSUlCltistry 
in reaching the two target 
dates for Superpave impk 
mentation: adoption of the 
-~specifica 
tion by 1997, and fuikcak 
useofsuperpave~ 
mlxdeslgnbym~ I( 

Since 1992, FWA.bas 
beenl3twiagtecttnlcaias- 
sistance, suppo&and ttain 
ingintheuseof.the§uper- 
pave system; -I‘ those 
actiuities are cape&t&.0 
continue until 2ooo. 
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ContactsatFHWA 
~~rxr&~iaiflingand~eM . 
John B&o&i 
Telephone: 202-366-1287 
Fax: 202-366-7909 
emad: 
jbukowsk@intergate.dot.gov 
Mubih? Asphart 
Laboratories: 
Tom Harman 
Telephone: 202-366-0859 
Fax: 202-3667909 
email: 
thatman@intergate.dot.gov 
Z$=Ssfv22 Regional . 
John B&owski 
Telephone: 202-3661287 
Fax: 202-36fL7909 
email: . . jbWwsKWergate.dgov 
Superpave Models and 
software Managenn3nt: 
Joe Mae&as 
Telephone: 202-366-2084 
Fax: 202-36637 I 3 
emak 
jmaesta~~ate.dot.gov . 

z’““““- . 
Gerry her 
Telephone: 2023664853 
Fax: 202-366-9981 
email: 
geiler@intergate.dotgov 

l Dynamic shear rheometer, to measure the binder’s stiffness 
a.nd phase angle at intermediate and high temperatures; 

l Direct tension tester, to measure the low-temperature ten- 
sile and fracture properties. 

All States now have the pressure aging vessel. rotational 
viscometer, bending beam rheometer, and dynamic shear rhe- 
ometer. These devices were obtained through a pooled-fund 
purchase coordinated by FHWA. 

In addition, FWA has loaned a full set of the binder test 
equipment to each of the five regional asphalt user-producer 
groups. This equipment will be used both for training engineers 
and technicians and for testing asphalt binder samples provid- 
ed by State departments of transportation and others. 

The prototype for the third generation of the direct tension 
tester, the final piece of necessary binder equipment, is currently 
undergoing testing and evaluation at FHWKs mrner-Fairbank 
Highway Research Center (TFHRC). Once this evaluation is com- 
plete and necessary changes have been made, FHWA will pur- 
chase up to five additional units and loan them to the regional 
user-producer groups (UPGs) for ruggedness testing. The 
pooled-fund procurement for the States is expected to begin iri 
late 1996. 

Super-pave Volumetric Mix Design 
The Superpave mix design system is based on volumetric pro- 
portioning of the asphalt and aggregate materials and labora- 
tory compactiorl of trial mixes using the Superpave gyratory 
compactor. All 50 States, as welJ as Puerto Rico and the District 
of Columbia, have received the Superpave gyratory compactor 
as part of the pooled-fund purchase. 

The Superpave system also includes mix analysis procedures 
for predicting how well a mix will perform in the field. These 
procedures are intended for mixes that will be placed in pave- 
ments with very high traffic volumes and loads. ~XVO new, so- 
phisticated pieces of laboratory equipment-the Superpave 
shear tester and the indirect tensile tester-provide the data 
needed for the performance models. 

A prototype of the Superpave shear tester is currently being 
evaluated at theTFHRC and by the five Superpave regional cen- 
ters (Alabama, Indiana, Pennsylvania, Nevada, and Texas). Be- 
cause of the high cost and complexity of the device, highway 
agencies and contractors have expressed interest in a simpli- 
fied version that would perform only the shear test (no ancil- 
lary tests) and would not require a pressure chamber. Once the 
evaluation of the full-scale Superpave shear tester is complete, 

- - - - - - - - - I  I  . - . . - -  -_.._ . - .  -  ._ ._._ .._.___ -~-- 
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FHWA will look into developing a simplified, less costly version. 
The first-article indirect tensile tester was delivered to the 

TFHRC in July 1995. It is now undergoing testing and evalua- 
tion. 

Training Programs 
Since 1993, theAsphalt Institute has, under contract with FHWA, 
offered Superpave training courses and technical assistance to 
State departments of transportation, paving contractors, asphalt 
suppliers, and others. The Institute’s National Asphalt Training 
Center, located in Lexington, Kentucky, has held sixteen 1 -week 
courses in binder testing, drawing 290 participants. The center 
has also taught fourteen l-week courses in mix design to 275 
engineers and technicians. 

FWA recently awarded the Asphalt Institute a contract for 
the second phase of Superpave training. Over the next 3 years, 
the National Asphalt ?kain.ing Center will provide additional lab- 
oratory training in the areas of mix design and pavement per- 
formance prediction. The center will also work with the Super- 
pave regional centers to provide local on-site training, technical 
assistance, and workshops. 

nYo training manuals developed for the courses, Superpave 
Performance-Graded Asphalt Binder Specification and Esting 
(Publication No. SP-1) and Superpave Level 1 Mix Design (Pub- 
lication No. SP-21, are available frqm the Asphalt Institute. 

Mobile Asphalt Laboratories 
FHWA now has two mobile asphalt laboratories. The laborato- 
ries are staffed with skilled technicians who provide assistance 
and training in Superpave volumetric mix design and quality 
control/quality assurance at construction sites across the coun- 
try. The mobile laboratories are each equipped with a Super- 
pave gyratory compactor and are used to demonstrate the prin- 
ciples of Superpave volumetric mix design. 

This year, the labs have provided assistance at a dozen job 
sites, including an extended evaluation at FHW& new test track, 
WesTrack. 

Superpave Software 
The Superpave software and performance models are currently 
being refined in response to evaluations by FHWA and its con- 
tractors, as well as a select group of field testers. 

The first version of the software will be demonstrated at 

I-*:i)crt 7 f&czfl-b.:. ! “2’; SHRP Product Implementation Status Report l December 1995 
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Asphalt User- 
Producer Groups 
Northeast Asphalt User- 
Producer Group 
Frank Fee 
Telephone: 6094284808 
Fax: 6099630111 

Southeast AsphaR User- 
Producer Group 
Paul Krugler 
Telephone: 5124657632 
Fax: 512-302-2215 

North Central Asphalt User- 
Producer Group 
Dick fngberg 
Telephone: 612-942-3066 
Fax: 612-942-3059 

Rocky Mountain User- 
Producer Group 
BobRask 
Telephone: 3037982972 
Fax: 3037945205 . 

Pacific coast user- 
Producer Group 
Rick Holmgreen 
Telephone: 7135444257 
Fax: 7135444150 

FHWAs technology fair of SHRP products, which will be held in 
conjunction with the Transportation Research Board annual 
meeting in Washington, D.C., in January 1996. 

FHWA has contracted with the University of Maryland to 
refine and manage the software, particularly the performance 
models. 

Test Tracks 
The Super-pave system is currently being tested and validated 
through a variety of experimental projects. These include the 
new WesTrack facility, located at the Nevada Automotive Test 
Center. The track features 26 hot&x asphalt pavement test aec- 
tions. The performance of the various test sections will be eval- 
uated against the Super-pave performance prediction models. 

FHWA is also collecting performance data, using two accel- 
erated loading facility machines at the TFHRC, to validate the 
Super-pave asphalt binder and mixture specifications. 

Regional Coordination and Training 
The asphalt user-producer groups continue to play a key role in 
developing and facilitating the implementation of the Super- 
pave system. They have outlined a sensible, well-planned strat- 
egy for adopting the Superpave system on a regional basis. 

Super-pave centers have been established in each of the five 
I asphalt user-producer group regions. The centers, operated 

jointly by universities and State departments of transportation, 
will conduct a thorough and coordinated shakedown of the pro- 
cedures used with the Super-pave shear test and indirect tensile 
test. They wiJJ also provide training on a regional basis. 

New Logo Emphasizes Partnerships 
To emphasize the partnerships involved in implementing the 
Super-pave system, FHWA recently introduced a new Superpave 
logo. The logo shows the 
principal partners in the Su- 
perpave implementation 
program-namely, the 
American Association of 
State Highway andTra.nspor- 
tation Officials, the highway 
industry, and FHWA. “Super- 
pave 2000” signifies the target date for nationwide implemen- . 
tation of the Superpave mix design procedures. 

_-- - - - - - -P--s  
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Concrete and Structures UPDATE 

Showcase workshops, conducted on a regional basis, are one of 
the principal means of conveying information about the SHRP 
products for improving construction and maintenance practices 
for concrete pavements and structures. Each workshop features 
hands-on training and classroom learning on a group of related 
SHRP products. In some cases, technical assistance and loaner 
equipment are avaiJabie to State highway agencies. After each 
workshop, participants from State highway agencies, industry, 
and FHWA meet to discuss how the technologies can be imple- 
mented on a regional basis. 

Showcase workshops are available or planned in the follow- 
ing six topic areas: 
l Alkali-Silica Reactivity (ASR) 
l Concrete Durability 
l Assessment of the Physical Condition of Reinforced Con- 

crete Structures 
” _ 

l Methodologies for Reinforced Concrete Removal, Repair, 
Protection, and Rehabilitation 

l Electrochemical CNoride Extraction 
l High-Performance Concrete for Bridges and High-Perfor- 

mance Rigid Pavements . 

The pilot concrete durability showcase workshop was held June 
27-28, 1995, in Arlington, Virginia. Presented by Construction 
Technologies Laboratories (CTL), the course introduced partic- 
ipants to a number of devices and procedures for evaluating the 
durability of concrete. The workshop covered five main topics: 
l Permeability 
l Freeze-thaw resistance 
l Quality control 
l Nondestructive testing 
l Expert systems 

Techniques discussed included the impact-echo method for 
measuring concrete thickness and locating defects, the micro- 
wave oven drying method for determining water content, and 
the hydraulic fracture test. FHWA wilJ begin holding concrete 
durability workshops on a regional basis in April 1996. 

Eight ASR showcase workshops were held in 1995. These 

More #an 40 products wene 
dlzve&dunderwscon 
Crete and structures pro- 
gram. These products can 
bedassifiedunderthebroad 
-categories of bridge c& 
tion assessment, bridge pro- 
tection and rehabkbtion, 
concretedur~,~- 
fommce tzmwete4.-and ai- 
kali-sitica.~;$~df 

$it%bF&a% 
~bl-idg~.ThefOWS~iSOtl 
mfim$ the PrQciuck-w, 
through such .mcans ,as 
showcase wfxbhops, inw 
ducing them to’ihe ,&atg 
highway depwtm&ts :jmd 
highway contractm. 
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Showcase 
Workshops 
AlkalCSilica Reactivity 
The 3day workshop features 
several SHRP products for 
detecting alkaMica react& 
ity @SRI in concrete in the 
field and in the laboratory. In 
eludes hands-on training in 
identifying A?$. Target audii 
ence: materials engineers in 
highway departments and 
industry. 

Next workshop: Montreat, 
Quebec, &ril1618,1996. 

Contact Roger Surdahl, 
202-366-1563 (fax: 202- 
366-9981; email: rsurdahl 
Qintergatedotgov). 

Concrete Durability 
Covers freeze-thaw durabili 
ty, concrete permeability, 
and nondestructive testing of 
concrete. Target audience: 
materials and research engi- 
neers and technicians. 

Schedule: Workshops will 
commence in April 1996. 

Contact: Gary Crawford, 
202-366-1286 (fax: 202- 
3667909; email: gcrawford 
Qntergate.ddgovf. 

Assessment of the Physical 
Condition of Reinforced 
Concrete structures 
Features corrosion detection 
devices, radar units, and rap 
id chloride test kits and em 
phasizes using these devic- 
es to evaluate bare and 
covered bridges. Target au- 
dience: bridge and construc- 
tion engineers and techni- 
CMS. 

Schedule: The pilot show 
case is tentatively scheduled 
for March 1996. 

Contact DonaidJackson, 
202-366-6770 (fax: 202. 
3667909; ernail: djackson 
@intergate.dot.gov). 

workshops are designed to give participants hands-on training 
in identifying and mitigating the effects of ASR-induced deteri- 
oration in portland cement concrete. The next workshop is 
scheduled for April 1996 in Montreal, Quebec. 

Pilot workshops for the showcases on assessing the physi- 
cal condition of concrete structures and repairing, protecting, 
and rehabilitating concrete structures will be held in spring 
1996. The two showcases will run back-to-back during the same 
week, to make it possible for more engineers and technicians to 
attend. 

‘IIyo ground-penetrating radar units for bridge deck evalua- 
tions have been ordered for use in both the workshops and field 
corrosion activities. The equipment is due to be delivered in the 
spring of 1996. 

Three pilot electrochemical chloride extraction (ECE) 
projects have been installed: a bridge deck in Arlington,Vii- 
ia, and bridge columns and piers in Charlottesville,Virginia, and 
Sioux City, South Dakota. ECE is a promising technique for re- 
moving chloride ions from reinforced concrete structures, thus 
slowing deterioration. The pilot projects are designed to pro- 
vide more information on the results of the ECE process, includ- 
ing how long a treatment can be expected to last and under what 
conditions ECE treatment is advised. 

Open houses held at the pilot projects attracted a diverse 
group of attendees from State and Federal governments, pri- 
vate industry, and academia. 

The pilot workshop on ECE was held in Arlington, Virginia, 
in July 1995. A field trip to the Arlington bridge project was in- 
cluded as part of the workshop. 

Equipment Evaluations 
Field evaluations of the impact-echo device are under way. The 
devices have been loaned to the highway departments in Wis- 
consin, NewYork, Iowa, California, South Dakota, Missouri,Vir- 
ginia, Texas, Mississippi, West Virginia, New Jersey, Nevada, 
NOI@ Carolina, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania, as well as the 
University of Washington and the University of Texas. In addi- 
tion, Kansas, South Dakota, Indiana, and the University of Lou- 
isville have each purchased the equipment. 

Initial evaluation reports of the device have been turned in 
by Missouri, Wisconsin, West Via, and Virginia. Users have 
reported difficulties in taking measurements and interpreting 
data with the device and have recommended additional research 
and development. The biggest problem they encountered was 
measuring the pavement thickness within the desired accuracy 
of -15 mm; results to date have been in the range of &13 mm. To 

-- _-_-_... .- .__.-. _- 
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address this problem, FHWA has begun testing a new produc- 
tion unit that allows users to measure pavement thickness more 
accurately (+4 mm). 

Five small hydraulic fracture test chambers have been pur- 
chased for round-robin testing.The units have been sent to Ken- 
tucky, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, and Maryland. 

Additional air permeability test devices have also been pur- 
chased, bringing the total available for loans to five. To date, the 
equipment has been loaned to Florida, New Jersey, Nevada, Ar- 
kansas, Missouri, the University of Nebraska, theVirginiaTrans- 
portation Research Council, and South Dakota. 

High-Performance Concrete 
Officials from FHWA and the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials, together with represen- 
tatives from private contractors and consulting agencies, recent- 
ly toured the Northumberland Strait Crossing Project in Prince 
Edward Island, Canada. They met with Canadian officials and 
had an opportunity for a first-hand look at the bridge that is 
being built with high-performance concrete (HPC). 

The first HPC for bridges showcase workshop will be held 
March 25-27, 1996, in Houston, Texas. It will cover the advan- 
tages and disadvantages of high-performance concrete, mix 
proportioning, structural design considerations, and evaluation 
of bridge component performance. 

There are currently five HPC bridge projects being con- 
structed in four States:Texas (2 bridges),Virginia, Nebraska, and 
New Hampshire. The projects are funded jointly by the Office of 
Technology Applications, the Office of Engineering R&D, the 
Office ofAdvanced Research, and the participating States. In ad- 
dition, 10 States (California, Georgia, Iowa, Massachusetts, Min- 
nesota, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington) 
have pooled a portion of their research funds to help finance 
two of the projects. projects. Seven more HPC for bridges 
projects have been proposed by Georgia, Colorado, Ohio, Wash- 
ington, North Carolina, Nevada, and Indiana. 

FHWA is making arrangements to host an international HPC 
conference in 1997. 

Members of the expert task group (ETG) on high-perfor- 
mance rigid pavements (HPRP) held their first meeting in April 
1995. As a result of their discussions, FHWA, through its region- 
al offices, has invited State highway agencies to submit propos- 
als for modifying or developing concrete paving projects to in- 
corporate high-performance features. 

Methodologies for 
Reinforced Concrete 
Removal, Repair, 
Protection, end 
Rehabilitation 
The workshop features a va- 
riety of SHRP and notStfRP 
products~isoftware, 
specifications, test prwx- 
dures, and reference docw 
mentd. Target audience: 
bridge and consbvctian en 
ginfsrs and Mhnicks 

Schedule: The pilot&- 
shoPi!stentabhrc)y§cheduled 
for March 19%. .: ,:” 

co~Ihwwfd~sorl, 
202-366-6770 WC zw- 
36W909; wnak djakson 
@intergate.dot.gov). 

Efectroctical Cfilofi& 
fxtractiofl 
Demonstration pmjects in 
Delaware and Maryland will 
prwide the basis for discus- 
sion in the workshops. Tar- 
get audience: bridge and 
construction engineers and 
technicians. 

SChE?duledfwW~, 
Delaware. summer 1996, 
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The SHRP highway opera- 
tions program developed a 
wide range of test methods, 
designgilides,andproducts 
addressing such areas as 
pavementrepair,- 
pavement maintenance, 
snow and ice control, and 
work zone safety. Some of 
these products are undergo- 
ing further evaiuation and re 
finement. Ofhers, such as 
most of the work zone safe- 
ty devices, have been readii 
ly adopted by State highway 
agencies. 

Showcaseworkshopswiil 
be used to +ntroduce many 
of these procM.s on a re- 
gional basis. 

workshop contacts 

Snow and Ice Control 
contact: Salim Nassif, 
202-366-1557 Uax: 202. 
3669981; emaik snassif 
Qntergakdotgov). 

Pavement Preventive 

3669981.email: . ! 
smW&Wgate. 

iE&v~. . 

SlnoMtive Pavement 
Maintenance 
cwrtact: Patrick Bauer, 
202-36G1554 (fax: 202- 
366998); ernaik pbauer 
@intergate.dot.gov). 

___----- 

Highway OperationsuPDAE 
Pavement Preventive Maintenance 
More than 100 persons attended the May 1995 pilot showcase 
workshop on pavement preventive maintenance, held in Den- 
ver, Colorado. Designed for pavement, construction, and main- 
tenance engineers, the workshop covered preventive treatments 
for both hot-mix asphalt and portland cement concrete pave- 
ments. 

Regional workshops are tentatively scheduled to begin in 
early 1996. Workshop leaders will explain and demonstrate 
promising treatments that have been found to extend pavement 
service life. Test and evaluation plans for preventive mainte- 
nance treatments will be developed, and technical assistance 
will be provided to those State highway agencies participating 
in the evaluations. 

Innovative Pavement Maintenance 
The pilot showcase workshop on innovative pavement effective- 
ness was held in August 1995 inWashington, D.C.The workshop 
covered the four-maintenance areas studied under SHRP: 
l pothole repair in asphalt concrete pavements, 
. crack sealing and filling in asphalt concrete pavements, 
l spall repair in portland cement concrete pavements, and 
l joint resealing in portland cement concrete pavements. 
The workshop was divided into six sessions. The first two ses- 
sions were aimed at upper management and emphasized the 
importance of pavement maintenance to a sound pavement 
management strategy. The other sessions were geared for main- 
tenance engineers and provided more detailed information. 

Regional workshops are scheduled to begin early in 1996. 

Snow and Ice Technology 
PHWA recently wrapped up its 2-year anti-icing test and evalu- 
ation project (T&E Project 28). The study, which consisted of 
extensive field testing of various anti-icing technologies, cul- 
minated in a symposium in Estes Park, Colorado, in October 

-_-. - -  - - .  . -w-s. - -  -_---- - - . - - . - . - - I  
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., . . 
1995. The symposium drew more than 200 maintenance engi- 
neers and managers from State and local highway agencies, ac- 
ademia, consultants, suppliers, and manufacturers. The 15 State 
highway agencies that participated in the study reported the 
strategies they used and the benefits they gained. The contrac- 
tor for the project, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Cold Re- 
gions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL), summa- 
rized the overall findings and described the methodologies used 
in the study. 

Based on data collected in the study, CRREL has developed 
a guidance manual for anti-icing operations under a variety of 
storm conditions. Highway agencies will be able to use the man- 
ual to develop their own localized anti-icing strategies. A draft 
of the manual was distributed at the Colorado symposium, and 
a final version is expected in early 1996. 

Beginning in 1996, FWA will conduct a series of 2-day re- 
gional workshops to showcase the snow and ice technologies. 
In addition to anti-icing strategies and technologies, the work- 
shops will cover 
l methods for evaluating chemical deicers, 
l ice disbontiing, 
l road weather information systems, 
l customized weather prediction, 
l snow drift control, 
l snowplow cutting edge, 
l snowplow design, and 
l snowplow scoop. 

FHWA is currently seeking participants for five test anti evalua- 
tion projects: 
l Anti-icing-to evaluate how well spreader equipment distrib- 

utes a finely graded salt prewetted with a liquid chemical. 
l Road weather information systems-to determine the inte- 

gration and interoperability between systems from different 
vendors and to establish a standard protocol. 

l Road weather information systems-to test and evaluate 
snow and ice control management systems that are based on 
road weather information systems. 

l Cutting edge-to evaluate a plow blade coated with a high 
cobalt grade of tungsten carbide to resist wear from shock 

l Plow design-to evaluate a plow that combines the SHRP- 
developed cutting edge, snowplow scoop, and moldboard 
design. 
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Work Zone Safety 
Bmchure 
Highway work zones are dan 
gerws places. The need to 
perform critical road repairs 
often conflicts with the need 
to maintain traffic flow, lea& 
ing to increased potential for 
work zone accidents. The 
SHRP work zone safety de 
vices were designed to ad- 
dress these opposing needs. 

The SHRP work zone safe 
ty devices are descriid and 
portrayed in an FHWA bm 
chure, hnovafive Devices for 
Safer Work Zones. The br* 
chure covers the flashing 
stop/slow paddle, portable 
rumMe strip, portabk ati-ter- 
rain sign and stand, direction 
indicator barricade, oppos- 
ing traffic lane divider, intm 
sion alarm, remoteiy driven 
vehicle, portable crash cusb 
ion, truck-mounted attenue 
tar for salt-spreaders, and 
queuedetector. 

The brochure also in- 
dudes a listing of the SHRP 
workzonesafetydeviceco~ 
tads in each of the FHWA 
regions. 

To request a copy of the 
brochure, contact Jacques 
Jenkins at 202-366-8025 
(fax 202-36~7909; email: 
jjenkins@intergate.dot.gov), 

--.-*. --.-. - - 

Work Zone Safety Devices 
Since 1992, the SHRP work zone safety devices have been dis- 
played at 41 major events, including such recent ones as the 
Texas Municipal League 1995 Convention and the 1995 annual 
meeting of the American Association of State Highway and 
Transportation Officials. Each FHWA region and most Local 
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) centers have received a full 
set of the safety devices, allowing the devices to be shown at 
many regional and local events. To make it easier for the regions 
and LXAP centers to demonstrate the SHRP products to local 
and State highway agencies, FHWA has provided utility trailers 
that can easily store and transport the entire complement of 
work zone safety devices. 

FHWA is encouraging highway agencies to try out the prod- 
ucts in actual field applications. Technical assistance and fund- 
ing support have been provided to participating States. 

Availability of Devices 
Seven work zone safety devices are now commercially available.* 

Five companies currently manufacture intrusion alarms. 
The Safety Line Infrared Alarm (ASTI Transportation Systems, 
Newark, Delaware) consists of an infrared transmission unit 
housed in a traffic cone; the alarm unit is housed in a second 
cone. It provides both longitudinal and transverse detection. 

The Safety Sentinel Microwave Alarm (Traffic Management 
’ Systems Corporation, St. Louis, Missouri) is a two-unit system 

housed in plastic drums. Solar cells are mounted on top of the 
drums to recharge the batteries as needed. The system uses a 
microwave beam to provide longitudinal detection. It also in- 
cludes a drone radar transmitter that sets off radar detectors in 
vehicles within 600 meters of the unit, helping to slow approach- 
ing traffic. 

The Model 10 two-unit intrusion alarm (Safe Lite System, 
Newtown, Pennsylvania) runs on rechargeable batteries and 
uses a radio communications linkage between the units. A pneu- 
matic tube laid on the pavement is used to detect intruding ve- 
hicles and provides transverse detection at the lane closure. 

The intrusion alarm manufactured by the Columbia Safety 
Sign Company (Woodland, Washington) also uses a pneumatic 
tube to detect intruding vehicles. 

TheWatchdog (Kenco Internhtional, Ligonier, Pennsylvania) 
consists of a series of pneumatic hoses hard-wired to the alarm 
unit. 
-- _--- 
The U.S. tiovemment does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trade or man”- 
facturers’ names appear herein solely because they are considered essential to the ob- 
ject of this report. 

--- -.- _--.-- -.-. - --.^ _-..._ _.-- ..-___--_ -_- _. 
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Impact Recovery Systems (San Antonio, Texas), Flexstake, 
Inc. (Ft. Meyers, Florida), and Flasher Handling Corporation 
(Depew, NewYork) currently manufacture the opposing traffic 
lane divider. All three products feature a similar two-arrow face 
design, with the main difference between the three being the 
support systems for returning the divider to an upright posi- 
tion when hit. 

Three companies currently manufacture devices that meet 
the basic criteria for SHRP’s direction indicator barricade. The 
product fromWU Industries, Inc., (Villa Park, Illinois) has a hor- 
izontal arrow on a type II barricade, while Flasher Handling 
Corporation (Depew, NewYork) and Carson&e, Inc. (Carson City, 
Nevada) place the sign panels on a support with a weighted base. 
The device’s primary objective is to provide guidance during lane 
closures. Currently, the barricade is still considered experimen- 
tal and thus requires permission from FHWA for use. 

Poly Enterprise (Monrovia, California) has produced a mold- 
ed version of the portable rumble strip using virgin and recy- 
cled plastic in place of the neoprene laminated version devel- 
oped by SHFU? The rumble strip works best under low speed 
traffic conditions; under high traffic speeds or heavy truck vol- 
ume, the strip is subject to rotation and movement. 

The original SHRP-designed flashing stop/slow paddle is 
currently being produced by a Canadian firm, Detronics, and 
distributed by Graham-Migletz, Inc. (Independence, Missouri). 
In addition, Columbia Safety Sign Corporation (Woodland, 
Washington), Action West (Kelso, Washington), A/C Enterprise 
(Vancouver, Washington), Medifax, Inc. (La Center, Washington), 
and Brittney Safety Sign (Copper Country Safety Sales, Phoe- 
nix, Arizona) are each manufacturing a paddle that is based on 
the SHRP concept but that uses strobe lights or bulbs rather than 
high-intensity halogen bulbs. 

Napoleon Fabricators, Inc. (Napoleon, Ohio) and AdraCorp. 
(Huntsville, Alabama) both manufacture the portable all-ter- 
rain sign and stand. AdraCorp’s product is a tripod version that 
weighs just over 3 kilograms (7 pounds). 

The queue detector, which consists of a transmitter, receiv- 
er, and electronics module, is available from ASTI nansyjorta- 
tion Systems (New Castle, Delaware). The detector alerts driv- 
ers to stopped or slow traffic ahead, giving them more time to 
react and prevent accidents. 

Still Under Development 
The portable crash cushion is currently being modified so that 
it uses a small trailer for more maneuverability in loading and 
un.loading.Three trailer units are currently being manufactured 
for testing and evaluation by State highway agencies. 

15 
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Designed to give States the 
information and products 
theyneedtobuildartdmain 
tain longer lasting pave- 
ments, the mar long-term 
pavement performance 
UPP) ppgram is almost at 
itsmidpoint.Thepmgramis, 
however, already delivering 
products, such as the modi- 
fied Geotgia faultmeter and 
thefallingweigM- 
tercalibrationprocedures. 

Some of the products 
now available relate to ma- 
-t=wLpavementw- 
fwmance monitoring, and 
equipment standards and 
calibrittion pmcedms. Stilt 

ZSs=& . 
andeffe&enessofmaint~ 
nance strategies, perfor- 
mance of various rehabib 
tion techniques and mat- 
erials, and the zzk?don of 
~~at$EEfoMewC~ 

relxmac- 
tion. 

.-...----.- 

LO ng-Term Pavement 
Performance UPDATE 

Strategic Plan Published 
In September 1995, the I.TPP program published TheLong-Term 
Pavement Performance Roadma~ A Strategic Plan. The plan 
was developed with input from State and provincial highway 
agencies, the American Association of State Highway andTkans- 
portation Officials (AASHTO), the Transportation Research 
Board (TRB), industry, academia, and FI-IWA. 

The Roadmap contains a data analysis plan for developing 
ITPP products, and it identifies critical issues facing the ITPP 
program. The Roadmap also provides a brief history of the LTPP 
program, its partners, and their roles. It charts a course to the 
program’s near-term and longer term destinations. 

The Roudmap is being widely distributed to help inform the 
highway community about the projects and products of the 
IXPP program. AASHTO has sent copies of the Roadmap to each 
State. 

Just as the LI’PP program is a dynamic process, so too is the 
Roadmap; the report will be updated periodically to reflect 
changing needs and priorities. 

A new pocket-sized brochure describing the ITPP program 
was published by FI-IWA in October 1995. The brochure, titled 
Improving Pavement Technology: A ,?O-YearJourney, consists of 
a series of commonly asked questions and answers about the 
ITPP program. 

National Conference To Be Held in March 
To provide an update on the ITPP program’s accomplishments 
and the products being developed by the program, FI-IWA will 
convene a conference in Irvine, California, in March 1996. The 
conference, “Improving Pavements with I: Products for To- 
day and Tomorrow,” will be held March 26-28 at the Arnold & 
Mabel Beckman Center of the National Academies of Science 
and Engineering. 

The conference will focus upon ITPP products that contrib- 
ute to increased pavement life; early products available from 

--.-_-s--m - . -  -  - - -  - . -  -.__ - - . .  - . -  
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the LTPP program, and the path to developing additional antic- 
ipated products. 

The conference is intended primarily for State, Federal, and 
industry engineers and managers with responsibilities for de- 
livering pavement programs. The conference will also be of in- 
terest to engineers involved in the conduct of the LTPP studies 
or other pavement research programs. 

The conference is cosponsored by: 
l American Association of State Highway and Transportation 

Officials 
l American Concrete Pavement Association 
l American Trucking Associations 
l Canadian Strategic Highway Research Program 
l National Asphalt Pavement Association 
l National Stone Association 
l Transportation Research Board 

LTPP Product Preview 
In January 1996, FHWA wilI distribute a new brochure contain- 
ing a list of the available and planned LTPP products. The LTPP 
Product Preview will include a description of each product, its 
status, and a name of the person to contact for more informa- 
tion. 

Products wiIl be grouped in four categories: materials test- 
ing, design guidelines, pavement monitoring procedures, and 
equipment standards and calibration. The Product Preview will 
be used to develop implementation plans for the products. En- 
gineers and managers who desire to be among the earlier users 
of the products will also find the brochure helpful. 

SPS-3/4 1995 Field Evaluations Completed 
Expert teams of engineers from State highway agencies, indus- 
try, and FHWA have completed their evaluations of the perfor- 
mance of various preventive maintenance treatments construct- 
ed in 1990 as part of SHRP Regional teams conducted on-site 
field evaluations of the specifk pavement studies (SPS) experi- 
ments (flexible pavements, SPS-3, and rigid pavements, SPS-4) 
during August, September, and October 1995. Each field review 
was 6 to 10 days in length. More than 81 experimental sites and 
405 test sections were visited. 

The review teams’ subjective evaluations will be used to 
complement the LTPP data analysis now under way on the 5 
years of performance data collected at the sites. The objective 
of this analysis effort is the formulation of sound conclusions 

17 

Publication 
Requests 
To request a copy of 
l .me Long-Ti Paw?- 

merit Performme had- 

map: A stra?gic BarI 

W~5200~ 

l UPPf?roduct~W 
l UPPCmference&t.b 

.cfrule 
contect the Pavement 
PeffmeWsion, 
0fkeofEngi . 
R&D, at 7032a5 
&IXI 70328527671. 
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Data Sampler 
Software 
Toobtainacopyoffhe Data 
8ampiet and Uata Request 
software program, contact 
Barbara Ostmm at 703-285 
2514 (fax: 7032852767; 
email: bkostrom@intergate. 
dotgovl. 

The program is furnished 
on a single 9Omm (35inch) 
d&k. R requires a computer 
running under Wlndaws ver- 
sion 3.0 or higher, 2 megs 
bytes of bard disk space, 
and 4 megabytes of RAM. 

and recommendations on the performance and use of these 
preventive maintenance treatments-that is, what works, and 
what doesn’t. A national summary report detailing the observa- 
tions, conclusions, and recommendations of the review teams 
is being developed by an FHWA contractor, Nichols Consulting 
Engineers, and should be available in early 1996. A final report 
on the entire SPS 3&4 project is also being prepared. Technolo- 
gy transfer materials and manuals of practice wiJl be developed 
to assist highway agencies in implementing the study findings. 

Monitored Traffic Data Now Included in 
National Information Management System 
The II’PP National Information Management System now in- 
cludes actual traffic data collected at monitored general pave- 
ment studies (GPS) sites. State and provincial highway agencies 
have been collecting the data since 1990, but access to the data 
was delayed until standardized processing procedures could be 
developed. 

The newly available traffic data covers the 1990- 1993 period 
and contains information on 
l traffic and truck volumes, 
l weight distributions of axle groups by vehicle type, and 
l equivalent single-axle load estimates. 
The information is based on vehicle counts collected at more 
than 470 GPS sites and vehicle weights measured at nearly 400 
GPS sites in 48 States and provinces. 

UPP Activitik at the 1996 TRB Annual 
Meeting 
The LTPP program will be very visible at the 1996 Transporta- 
tion Research Board Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C. The 
activities start on January 6 with the Data Analysis Working 
Group meeting. At the SHRP Coordinators meeting on January 
7, highlights of the UPP program will be presented in the ple- 
nary session. An ITPP exhibit will be set up at the technology 
fair that follows the coordinators meeting. 

The international LTPP coordinators will meet on January 
7. Participants will share the status of their IIPP activities and 
explore opportunities for further cooperative efforts. 

On January 8, Session 42 wilJ feature a series of presenta- 
tions on the Roadmap, related AASHTO activities, and UPP 
products. 

--... --_-- ____-_ -.-- ,-.. - _--.---- 
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Asphalt Technical Working Group 

Andrewski, Dave Eller, Gerald 
Materials Engineer Director, Office of Engineering 
Indiana DOT Federal Highway Administration 
100 North Senate Avenue 400 7th Street, S.W., HNG-20 
Indianapolis IN 45204-2249 Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 317-232-5280 Phone: 202-366-4853 
Fax: 317-3569351 Fax: 202-366-998 1 

Collins, Ronald 
State Materials & Research 

Engineer 
Georgia DOT 
m;;; of Materials & Research 

15 Kennedy Drive 
Forest Park GA 30050 
Phone: 404-3637510 
Fax: 404-363-7684 

Epps, Jon A. 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
University of NevadaReno 
College of Engineering 
Mail Stop 256 
Reno NV 89557-0901 
Phone: 702-784-6873 
Fax: 702-7841429 

D’Angelo, John 
Highway Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W., HTA-21 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-0121 
Fax: 202-3667909 

Fee, Francis 
Manager, Technical Servrces 
Elf Asphalt, Incorporated 
36th and River Road 
P.O. Box 638 . 
Pennsaukan NJ 08110 
Phone: 6094288808 
Fax: 609963-0011 

Decker, Dale 
Director of Engineering 
National Asphalt Pavement 

Association 
5100 Forbes Boulevard 
Lanham MD 207064413 
Phone: 301-731-4748 
Fax: 301-7314621 

Fehsenfeld, Fred 
Executive Committee Chairman 
Asphalt Refining Company 
5400 W. 86th Street 
Indianapolis IN 46268-0123 
Phone: 3178726010 
Fax: 3178798145 

Fevre, M. Claude 
Directeur 
Groupement Professionnel des 

Bitumes 
4, avenue Hoche 
Paris 75008 
FRANCE 
Phone: 33-140537000 
Fax: 33140537049 

Finkle, Rodney 
Materials Engineer 
Washtngton DOT 
Transportation Building, KF-Ol 
Jefferson Street at Maple Park 
Olympia WA 985047300 
Phone: 206-753-7 103 
Fax: 2067056808 

Hallin, John P. 
Pavement Design and 

Rehabilitation 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W., HNG-42 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-l 323 
Fax: 202-366-3713 

Holt, Dave 
Executive Vice President 
Minnesota Asphalt Pavement 

Association 
900 Long Lake Road, Suite 202 
New Brighton MN 55112 
Phone: 6126364666 
Fax: 6126364790 
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Asphalt Technical Working Group (continued) 

Kidner, Everett 
Materials Supervisor 
Idaho DOT 
3311 West State Street 
PO. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707 
Phone: 2083348439 
Fax: 2083343858 

Kline, Charles 
Chief of Materials & Testing 
Pennsylvania DOT 
Transportation & Safety Building 
Commonwealth & Forster Streets 
Harrisburg PA 17120 
Phone: 717-787-4720 
Fax: 7 17-787-5491 

Lord, Byron N. 
Chief, Engineering Applications 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-0131 
Fax: 202-366-7909 

McCarthy, Bernard 
Director of Technical Services 
The Asphalt Institute 
6917 Arlington Road 
Bethesda MD 20814 
Phone: 3016565824 , 
Fax: 3016565825 

Page, Gale 
Bit. Materials & Research Eng. 
Florida DOT 
State Materials Office 
605 Suwannee Street 
Tallahassee FL 323990450 
Phone: 904-372-5304 
Fax: 904-277-3403 

Potts, Charles F, 
President 
APAC, Incorporated 
900 Ashwood Parkway, 

Suite 700 
Atlanta GA 30338-4780 
Phone: 404-392-5462 
Fax: 404-392-5593 

Rafalowski, Mike 
Highway Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
HNG23 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366157 1 
Fax: 202-360-9981 

Telford, Jack 
Division Engineer-Materials 
Oklahoma DOT 
200 N.E. 21st Street 
Oklahoma City OK 73 1053204 
Phone: 405521-2677 
Fax: 405521-2524 

Trent, Roy 
Chief, Engrg. & Special 
Projects 
Office of Engineering R&D 
Turner-Fairbank Highway 

Research Center 
6300 Georgetown Pike 
McLean, VA 22101 
Telephone: 7032852062 
Fax: 7032853105 
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COIlCrete and ~~IUChJreS Technical Working Group 

Brown, Bernard C. 
State Materials Engineer 
Iowa DOT 
Office of Materials 
800 Lincoln Way 
Ames IA 50010 
Phone: 5152391452 
Fax: 515239-l 309 

Bushman, James 
President 
Bushman Associates 
P.O. Box 425 
Medina OH 44258 
Phone: 216-7693694 
Fax: 2167692197 

Clemena, Gerald0 
Senior Research Scientist 
Virginia Highway & Transportation 

Research Council 
530 Edgemont Road 
Charlottesville VA 22903-2454 
Phone: 804-293-l 949 
Fax: 804-2931990 

Cole, Lawrence W. 
Vice President, Engineering & 

Research 
American Concrete Pavement 

Association 
5420 Old Orchard Road 
Skokie IL 60077-1083 
Phone: 708-966-6200 
Fax: 7089669781 

Fiorato, Tony 
Vice President 
Portland Cement Association 
5420 Old Orchard Road 
Skokie IL 60077-l 083 
Phone 7089666200 
Fax: 708-988-9781 

Gaynor, Richard D. 
Executive Vice President 
NAA-NRMCA 
900 Spring Street 
Silver Spring MD 20910 
Phone: 301-587-1400 
Fax: 301-585-4219 

Gehler, James C. 
Chief Materials & Phy. Research 
Illinois DOT 
2300 South Dirksen Parkway 
Springfield IL 62764 
Phone: 217-782-7200, 
Fax: 2 17-7826828 

Girard, Robert J. 
Materials Research Director 
Missouri Highway and 

Transportation Department 
Highway and Transportation 

Building 
15;~c~~~~ouri Boulevard, 

P.O. Box 270 
Jefferson City MO 65 102 
Phone: 314-751-1040 
Fax: 314-751-8682 

Hoblitzell, James 
Structural Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
HNG32 
400 7th Street, S.W., 

Room 3203 
‘Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-4598 
Fax: 202-366-998 1 

Holland, Terrence 
Director of Engineering 
Master Build&s 
23700 Chagrin Boulevard 
Cleveland OH 44122-5554 
Phone: 216-831-5500 
Fax: 216-831-3470 

Hover, Kenneth C. 
Director, Department of 

Structural Engineering 
Cornell University 
Hollister Hall 
Ithaca NY 146533501 
Phone: 607-2553406 
Fax: 607-2559004 

Jackson, Donald 
Highway Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W., HTA-22 
Washington DC 20570 
Phone: 202-366-6770 
Fax: 202-366-7909 
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Concrete and Structures Technical Working Group (continued) 

Larson, Roger M. 
Highway Research Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-3661326 
Fax: 202-3669981 

Naret, Frank 
Structures Engineer 
New York DOT 
Building 5, State Office Campus 
Albany NY 12232 
Phone: 5184851386 
Fax: 5154854021 

Pasko, Jr., Thomas J. 
Office of Advanced Research Ctr. 
Federal Highway Administration 
6300 Georgetown Pike, HAR-1 
McLean VA 22101-2296 
Phone: 7032852034 
Fax: 7032852379 

Roberts, James E. 
Chief, Division of Structures 
California DOT 
1120 N Street 
p.0. 60x 942673 
Sacramento CA 942730001 
Phone: 9164453810 
Fax: 9 16-654-6608 

Smith, Lawrence L. 
State Materials & Research 

Engineer 
Florida DOT 
Bureau of Materials & Research 
605 Suwannee Street 
Tallahassee FL 323990450 
Phone: 904-372-5304 
Fax: 904-277-3403 

Younger, Carey 
Research Engineer 
New Jersey State DOT 
1035 Parkway Avenue, CN 600 
Trenton NJ 08625 
Phone: 609530-2001 
Fax: 6095308294 

Vanikar, Suneel 
Highway Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
HTA-2 1 
400 7th Street, S.W. . 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-368-0120 
Fax: 202-366-7909 

Virmani, PauC 
Highway Research Engineer 
Federal Highway Administration 
6300 Georgetown Pike, HNR-10 
McLean VA 22101 
Phone: 703-2852439 
Fax: 7032852439 

Weii, Thomas 
Group Product Manager 
W.R. Grace & Company 
62 Whiiore Avenue 
Cambridge MA 02140-1692 
Phone: 6178761400 
Fax: 6178761400 
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Highway Operations Technical Working Group 

Amsler, Sr., Duane E. 
Civil Engineer III 
New York DOT 
Building 5, State Dffice Campus 
Albany NY 12232-0001 
Phone: 515-457-9501 
Fax: 5184574021 

Burk, Mike 
Safety & Design Applications 

Branch 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W., HTA-31 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-3668033 
Fax: 202-366-8518 

Cumberledge, Gaylord 
Chief, Roadway Management 

Systems 
Pennsylvania DOT 
Transportation & Safety Building 
Commonwealth & Forster Streets 
Harrisburg PA 17120 
Phone: 717-7836145 
Fax: 717-787-7839 

Dudeck, Conrad L. 
Professor of Civil Engineering 
Texas A&M University 
TFI-CE Tower, Suite 310 
Texas Transportation Institute 
College Station TX 778433 135 
Phone: 4098451727 
Fax: 4098456254 

Garrett, Robert M. 
Executive Director 
American Traffic Service 

Association 
ATSSA Building 
5440 Jefferson Davis Highway 
Fredericksburg VA 22407 
Phone: 7038985400 
Fax: 703-598-55 10 

Hanneman, Richard L. 
President 
Salt Institute 
700 North Fairfax Street, 

Suite 600 
Alexandria VA 22314-3040 
Phone: 7035494648 
Fax: 703-548-2 194 

Henderson, Gary 
Chief, Roadway Applications 

Branch 
Federal Highway Administration 
Nassif Building, HTA-21 
400 7th Street, S.W., 

Room 6319 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-1283 
Fax: 202-366-7909 

Humphrey, Norman 
Maintenance Engineer 
South Dakota DOT 
Transportation Building 
700 East Broadway Avenue 
Pierre SD 57501-2586 
Phone: 6057733571 
Fax: 6057733921 

Joseph, Charles 
President 
Charles Joseph Traffic Services 
514 S. Church Street 
Rockford IL 61101 
Phone: 8159649640 

‘Fax: 815-964-5318 

Kuemmel, David A. 
Assistant Professor of Civil 

Engineering 
Marquette University 
1515 West Wisconsin Avenue 
P.O. Box 65 
Milwaukee WI 53233 
Phone: 41428&3528 
Fax: 4142887082 

Lasek, Joseph 
Chief, Technical Development 
Federal Highway Administration 
HHS-11 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-3662 174 
Fax: 202-36685 18 

Law, Charles 
District Engineer 
Georgia DOT 
15 Kennedy Drive 
Cartersville GA 30120 
Phone: 404-387-3602 
Fax: 4043637684 
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Highway Operations Technical Working Group (continued) 

Lord, Byron N. 
Chief, Engineering Applications 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-355-0131 
Fax: 202-366-7909 

MacMullen, John 
Membership Services 

Representative 
American Public Works 

Association 
105 West 1 lth Street, 

Suite 1600 
Kansas City MO 641051805 
Phone: 816-472-5100 
Fax: 816-472-1510 

McCarthy, Bernard 
Director of Technical Services 
The Asphalt Institute 
69 17 Arlington Road 
Bethesda MD 20814 
Phone: 3016565824 
Fax: 3016565825 

Pletan, Rodney A. 
State Maintenance Engineer 
Minnesota DOT 
Transportation Building 
395 John Ireland Boulevard 
Saint Paul MN 55155 
Phone: 512-297-3590 
Fax: 612-297-3150 

Smithson, Leland 
Director, Office of Maintenance 
Iowa DOT 
800 Lincoln Way 
Ames IA 50010 
Phone 5152391519 
Fax: 5152391539 

Story, Jesse 
Chief, Program Management 
Federal Highway Administration 
C&M Division, HNG21 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-3661552 
Fax: 202-366-9981 

Swenson, Arlen T. 
Manager, Rental Marketing 
John Deere National Sales 

Division 
400 19th Street - 
Moline IL 61265 
Phone: 3097653170 
Fax: 3097653123 

Tignor, Samuel 
Information & Behavorial 

Systems Division 
Federal Highway Administration 
TFHRC, Room T-210 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 703-2852031 
Fax: 7032852113 

Toth, Stephen A. 
Chief, Bureau of Equipment 
New Jersey State DOT 
1035 Parkway Avenue, CN 600 
Trenton NJ 08625 
Phone: 609530-2200 
Fax: 5095308294 
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Long-Term Pavement 
Performance Technical Working Group 

Christory, Jean-Pierre 
Laboratorie reg. de I’Ouest 

Parisien 
12, rue Teissereno de Bort 
78190 Trappes 
France 
Phone: 331-24821234 
Fax: 33-l-30508369 

Churilla, Charles J. 
Chief, Pavement Performance 

Division 
Federal Highway Administration 
Turner-Fairbanks Highway 

Research Center 
6300 Georgetown Pike (HNR40) 
McLean VA 22101 
Phone: 703-2852355 
Fax: 703-2852767 

Dougan, Ph.D., Charles E. 
Director of Research & Materials 
Connecticut DOT 
24 Wolcott Hill Road 
Wethersfield CT 06109 
Phone: 2032580372 
Fax: 2035664904 

Ertman Larsen, Hans Jorgen 
Head of Road Research Division 
Danish Road Institute 
Elisagaardsvej 5 
P.O. Box 235 
Roskilde DK 4000 
DENMARK 
Phone: 4546300100 
Fax: 4546300105 

Hallin, John P. 
Pavement Design and 

Rehabiktatron 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W., HNG-42 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-l 323 
Fax: 202-366-3713 

Henderson, Gary 
Chief, Roadway Applications 

Branch 
Federal Highway Administration 
Nassif Building, HTA-21 
400 7th Street, S.W., 

Room 6319 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-1283 
Fax: 202-366-7909 

Knutson, Marlin J. 
President 
American Concrete Pavement 

Association 
3800 N. Wilke Road, Suite 490 
Arlington Heights IL 60004 
Phone: 708-394-5577 
Fax: 708-394-56 10 

Lord, Byron N. 
Chief, Engineering Applications 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W. 
Washington DC 20590 * 
Phone: 202-366-013 1 
Fax: 202-366-7909 
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Mathews, Jack R. 
Executive Director 
Alabama Asphalt Pavement 

Association 
P.O. Box 70396 
Montgomery AL 361074396 
Phone: 2058355314 
Fax: 2052654931 

Staggs, William 
Pavement Management Engineer 
Arkansas State Highway & 

Transportation Department 
P.O. Box 2261 
10324 interstate 30 
Little Rock AR 72203 
Phone: 501-5692265 
Fax: 501-5692623 

McWaters, Brian 
Pavement Engineer 
Iowa DOT 
800 Lincoln Way 
Ames IA 50010 
Phone: 5152391510 
Fax: 5152391873 

Pryor, Charles A. 
Vice President Engineering 
National Stone Association 
1415 Elliot Place, N.W. 
Washington DC 20007-2599 
Phone: 202-342-l 100 
Fax: 202-342-0702 
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Long-Term Pavement Performance Technical Working Group (continued) 

Shaffer, Douglas L. 
Senior Program Officer 
Transportation Research Board 
GR 326 
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington DC 20418 
Phone 202-3341430 
Fax: 202-334-2003 

Sullivan, Richard H. 
Director 
Minnesota DOT 
Transportation Building 
395 John Ireland Boulevard 
Saint Paul MN 55155 
Phone: 612-2965509 
Fax: 612-297-3160 

Tahir, A. Haleem 
SHRP Product Implementation 

Coordinator 
American Association of State 

Highway and Transportation 
Officials 

Building 226, Room A365 
Gaithersburg MD 20899 
Phone: 301-975-6704 
Fax: 301-330-1956 

Teng, Paul 
Chief, Pavement Division 
Federal Highway Administration 
400 7th Street, S.W., HNG-40 
Washington DC 20590 
Phone: 202-366-l 324 
Fax: 202-366-9981 

Way, George 
Pavement & Design Section 

Engineer 
Arizona DOT 
206 S. 17th Avenue, Room 102A 
Phoenix AZ 85007 
Phone: 602-2558085 
Fax: 602-255-8138 
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Memorandum 

SuDrtCl SHRP Information. Clearinghouse 

F rem 

TO 

Associate Administrator for 
Safety and System Applications 

Washington, D.C. 20590 

Regional Administrators 

One of the challenges in conducting the SRRP implementation 
program is communication, within FHWA, and with all of our 
partners regarding the structure and status of the program; and 
about the numerous opportunities to participate. One 
communicationtool is the FHWA’o SHRP Product Implementation 
Status Report. Prepared quarterly, the Status Report captures 
the highlights of the SHRP implementation program; Attached is 
the June issue. To date, the FHWA has utiliqed its traditional 
communication mechanisms supplemented by extensive use of 
E-mail directly to the FHWA SHR$ coordinators in the region8 
and divisions. The Status Repott is one example of the 

, 

information that is distributed via E-mail to our field' 
office8. National and regional meetings have also been used to 
tell the story. The F’HWA also publishes the SHRP FOCUS monthly 

OIIC July 22, 1994 

Rcocv IO AtIn Of HTA-3 

newsletter which is.sent to 8,500 individuals nationally and - 
: internationally. ,:. ~ .: _ - .._ 

One of the recommendations which the FHWA received regarding 
SHRP implementation communication was to establish a computer 
based information system. One that would allow any interested 
party to learn what is planned, who is doing it, and when it 
will happen. The SHRP Information Clearinghouse contains: 
(1) Status Report, (2) Product Information, (3) Calendar, 
(4) Directories,, and (5) SHRP Report Abstracts. 

The Clearinghouse, which is'operated by the Office of 
Technology Applications is currently accessible to all users 
via a modem and an 800 telephone line. The only requirement 
for operation of the'system is that a user execute's series of 
computer commands on his or her initial entry. These 
instructi= have been E-mailed directly to the region and 
division SHRP Coordinators. We are currently exploring options . 
to access the Clearinghouse on the FHWA WAN and AASHTO VAN. 

As the principal potential users of the SHRP products, the 
State highway agencies need to be introduced to the 
Clearinghouse and provided the computer in8truction8. To 
strengthen the SHRP implementation partner8hip, we are. 
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requesting that the division office8 info= the State highGay 
agencids about the Clearinghouse. 
attached are: . - 

To assist’ the divisions, 

A suggested letter from the division office to the State 
introducing the Clearinuhouse - ploaee rodffy the letter 
to suit local condition;, 

sufficient quantity to provide 
each State, and 

two computer diskettes to 

An information page describing 

The letter to the State should also 

the Clearinghouse. 

go to the Local Technical 
Assistance Program (LTAP) Technology Transfer Centers in each 
State and in Puerto Rico. A limited number of SHRP products 
are of interest to small and local governments. The FHWA is 
funding a contract to promote SHRP products to local 
governments through the LTAP technology transfer centers. 
Information on the implementation efforts for local governments 
is also contained in the Clearinghouse data bases and 8ach 
center is being sent directly a. copy of the diskette. A 
separate distribution will be made to the four technology 

-transfer centers for American Indian tribal governments. . 

Industry, 
academia, 

national associations and trade publications, 
and international users.will be informed about the 

Clearinghouse through. magazine drticles in FOCUS, mJBLIC w, 
othrr magazines,. and general advertisements. Please feel free 
to inform regional and local industry and publications 
regarding the availability and access to the Clearinghouse. 

The regions, divisions, and States have all cooperated 
enthusiastically and significant progress has been made toward 
the adoption of the SHRP products. However, a lot remains to 
be accomplished and your continued suppoe and participation is 
critical to the overall success of the implementation effort. 
The Headquarters SHRP implementation team is available to 
assist you. Please do not hesitate to contact any of the 
individuals identified in the Status Report for assistance. 

n+&Jk$&* 
Dennis C. Judyck . 

Attachments 
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As part of its SHRP implementation program, FHWA ‘has initiated numerous activities, 
including workshops, exhibits, technical assistance, and test and evaluation projects. 
Keeping track of ail that information is a formidable task. 

FHWA created the SHRP Information Clearinghouse to make it easier for State 
departments of transportation, industry, academia, the international community, and 
others to check the status of the SHRP products and to get information about FHWA’s 
implementation activities. 

The Clearinghouse is actually a set of five databases, housed in an 
computer. A customized software program links the databases and 
user interface. FHWA regularly reviews and updates the data. 

The Clearinghouse includes: 

IBM-compatible 
provides a graphical 

The firIl text of the most recent version of FHWA’s SHRP’ Implementation Status 
Reporr 

Product Information 
-Historical and current information 
-Information on the showcase workshops and contracts 
-Information on the States participating in test and evaIuation projects for SHRP 
.products 

Calendar of SHRP-related exhibits, workshops, training programs, and meetings 

A directory of FHWA contractors, technical working group and expert task group 
members, technical assistance sources, SHRP coordinators, and others involved in 
SHRP implementation activities 

Abstracts of all SHIV reports - as well as information on ordering the reports 

The Clearinghouse runs in a user-friendly Windows environment. It is easy to navigate; 
the user ti from a series of menus. There are no special computer hardware or 
software requirements, but a mouse is recommended. 

The SHRP Information Clearinghouse became operational in July 1994. You can reach 
the Clearinghouse through FHWA l s local-area network or by using a high-speed (9600 
baud or faster) modem to dial directly into the host computer. To request a copy of the 
self-installing software (which you will need to dii in to the Clearinghouse), contact 
Tonya Inc. at 202-289-8108. For more information about the SHRP Information 
Clearinghouse, contact FHWA’s Office of Technology Applications (fax 202-3667909). 
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Memorandum . 

SUDlCCl Implementation Plan *for the Strategic 
Highway Research Program (SW) Products 

OIM ,June 3, 1993 

From Executive Director 
. 

kilv 10 
AT?n pf HTA-3 

TO Associate Administrators 
Regional Administrators . 
Federal Lands Highway Program Administrator 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) continues to put a 
priority on the implementation program for the SKRP products.- 
Most recently, the attached plan on SHRP products implementation 
was developed under the direction of the F’HWA SHRP Implementation 
Coordination Group (SICG). The plan describes the overall 
approach, the partnerships.that are considered essential to the 
successful implementation of the SHRP products and the roles of 
the involved organizations, including our field offices. Also, 
attached is a companion document that lists the organizational 
memberships of the various conmittees and task forces associated 
with this program. 

The plan was developed with the understanding that it is a living 
document that would grow'and change in response to the needs of 
the users of the SHRP products. It provides the framework by 
which the specific individual product(s) implementation plans, 
both national, regional and State, will be developed. To be 
successful, the specific product implementation plans must be 
tailored to meet regional and S_tate conditions. It is strongly 
recommended that the regions and divisions be active participants 
with the States and industry in the development of these 
implementation plans. . 

During the ,coming months, FH’WA will continue to prit in place the 
SHRP products implementation mechanisms and activities such as 
the four technical working groups, the devel'opment of specific 
national plans and the showcase contracts referred to in the 
plan. However, within the framework described in the plan you 
are encnzged to begin planning the development of regional 
strategies and possible organizational structures that include 
our partners. I strongly encourage you to become actively 
involved in this process and in the subsequent implementatiOn 
activities. ' 
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The Office of,Technology Applications (OTA) is available td 
provide addlt;ronal information regarding the SHRP implementation 
plan and to ass+ your staff in the development of regional and 
State plans. 
your Region, 

Durmg this summer and fall visits by OTA staff 
meetings will be held to discuss the program with to 

.-a..- -L-c= 

Attachments 

. 
* : 

&&al Highway Administration 
iTA-3:CChurilla:ljp:366-6626:5/26/93 
:c: HOA- 

HOA- 
HOA- 
HOAES 
HST-1 3401 

E. Dean Carbon 

HTA-1‘ 
HTA-3 Official File 
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Memorandum 

uDflcr SIWP Prodiacts Implementation fat November 22,’ 1933 

From Executive Director ho+ 10 Alln 01 HTA-3 

Associate Administrators 
lo Regional Administrators 

federal Lands Highway Program Administrator 

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has made significant 
progress in the SHRP implementation activities at the national 
level. The four Technical Working Croups (TWCs) have been formed 
and are addressing the development of product-specific 
implemantation plans, contract8 forevariou8 SHRP implementation 
rupport function8 are in place, and the first of the 8howcaoo 
contracts has been awarded. Attached for your information is the 
SHRP Implementation Status Reportthat describer the FKWA 
activities. This report is routinely distributed on E-mail to 
the region and division office SHRP coordinators. 

One of the SHRP support l ctivitier ir a Spaelcer8 Bure8u that 
provides FHWA a mechanism to respond to the many requests for 
presentations on SXIW producta. when FHWA l taff ie unable to 
respond to a request for 8 SHRP presentation, the Speakera Burew 
can provide a knowledgeable individual from the private l ector. 
The FHWA also has other mean8 available vhen ve vish to utilize 
an individual from a State highway agency as a SHRP products 
speaker. Please contact Charlie Churille (202-366-6626) in the 
Office of Technology Application8 if ve can help in thie regard. 

One of the field office SHRP implementation activities that is 
extremely important is vorking vith the State highvay agencies to 
establish or foster the operation of SHRP implementation 
activities. A number of States have established S?IRP 
implementation committee8 as a means to coordinate the evaluation 
and adoption of SHW producta. In those Stateq that have such a 
committee, the regioq and division office8 can play valuable 
roles as an information source on the products end a champion for 
the many implementation l ctivitie8 being offered by FRWA. I am 
requesting.that you encourage the Divi8ion Admini8trators to 
discuss SHRP implementation vith their State counterparts. 

' In those instance8 vhere an implementation proces8 does not 
exist, the importance of taking action nov should be stressed. 
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In the many instanccr vhere such a committee or process already 
exists, the dlscursign should focus on the strengthening of the 
State-FHWA implementation partnership. To aSSiSt YOU in,this 
effort, 
prepared 

attached are copies of a SHRP Implementation videotape 
by FHWA. 

During the life if-the SIiRP, an annual State Coordinators' 
meeti:; was held in conjunction with the Transportation Research 
Board (TRB) Annual Meeting. The SHRP meeting is being continued 
by FHKA, with the support of TRB, and will focus on the 
implementation activities and the continuation of the Long Term 
Pavement Performance program. In the past, this meeting has been 
extremely well attended vith representatives from 70+ percent of 
the States. Attendance by a rrgipnal office representative, and 
at your discretion from one of your division offices, is 
recommended. Washington Office Directed Travel has been approved 
for the SIGXP Coordinators' meeting. 

Also, during the fall, representatives from the Headquarters 
offices involved in the SKRP implementation efforts have visited 
most of the regional offices.to provide firsthand information on 
the SHRP implementation activities and to discuss the region and 
division offices’ roles in there activities. One of the item 
specifically addressed during several of these meetings vas the 
funding for the SEE@ implemontation~activitie8 at the regional 
and State levels. As the national~implementation plans are 
developed by the TWGs, each regfon vi11 have the opportunity to 
develop regional plans for specific products or ahovcase group of 
products. Activities in the regional plaw.may include test and 
l valuation8, regional l guipment purchases,.and-associated 
administrative costs for the regional technical committees. The 
Office of Technology Applications is available to assist your 
office in the development of these regional plans and to provide 
the funding for these field-led implementation activities. 
Detailed information regarding the funding of the regional plans 
will be forthcoming. 

For the S?IRP implementation to be a success, it requires the 
active participation by..all the partners. At the national level, 
TRB, AASHTO, and FHWA have taken a number of significant steps 
towards this goal. However, to ultimately reach the goal, the 
States in cooperation with the FHWA field offices and local 
industry must act. I, again, vant to strongly encourage you and 
your staff to continue to be active participants in the 
inplement~on process. 

&& 
E. Dean Carbon 

2 Attachments 
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Memorandum 

SuDtCC! 
: 

JNFORKATION: Distribution of Dale March 23, 199h 
Publication 

6.37 Associate Administrator for Safety QeD:r ': 
and System Applications HTA-13 A,,- 1' 

Regional Administrators 
Tz Federal Lands Highway Program Administrator 

Distributed with this memorandum is Federal Hiahway 
Administration Technoloav Aoollcatlon Pr ar , AD 11 1994 
Publication No. FHWA-SA-94-028, an upiate"ofaEhe Jily 1993' 
publication (FHWA-SA-93-075). This provides a current listing of 
all technology transfer projects and an up-to-date status on the 
activities within the project. The Office of Technology 
Applications (OTA) will continue to update and distribute this 
publication periodically in order to keep the field officer, 
States, and Technology Transfer Centers up to date on the -.L--**r---- 
technology transfer activities underway. 

Suffiiient copies of this publication are being distributed to 
provide 6 copies to each regional office and 10 to each division 
office. 
offices: 

Direct distribution is being made to the division 
copies for State highway agencies are included with the 

copies for the division offices. 
to each Local Technical 

Two copies are also being sent 

Center. 
Assistance Program Technology Transfer 

A limited number of additional copies are available from the FHWA 
Research and Technology Report Center, HRD-11, Room A-200, 
6300 Georgetown Pike, kklean, Virginia 22101-2296. 

OYNn;eA$oa. 
Dennis C. Judycki 

Attachment 
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DP-75 Mobile Concrete Laboratory (SHRP) 

DESCRIPTION : The project’s goals include demonstration of state-of-the-art concrete technology in 
matenals selectron. mix designs, laboratory testing, ant’ -Id testmg. Project actrvmes include guidance for 
updating specificatrons and use of computer technology for k&n, testing, and data storage. A partnership with 
manufacturers, contractors, industry associations, and academia is maintained in all of the project’s activities. 

This project demonstrates the use of innovative laboratory and in situ testing equipment. and promotes high- 
performance concrete and the use of chemical admixtures. This project also supports the activities of SP-20 1, 
“Accelerated Rigrd Paving Techniques.” 

BACKGROUND : With today4 construction heavily involved in rehabilitation and reconstruction, highway 
engineers place ever greater demands on Portland cement concrete. These demands include lower permeability, 
higher and earlier strength, and improved workability. Many concrete admixtures are available today that 
specificall?; address these demands. However, to undemtand and effectively use these admixtures, innovative mix 
designs, testing equipment, and techniques are a prerequisite. 

With the use of a mobile concrete laboratory, 26 field demonstrations have been performed in the last 5 years. 
Two-day workshops on state-of-the-art concrete technology have been conducted in 44 States. Twenty l-day 
seminars on “Concrete Admixtures” have been conducted. Many presentations, including the mobile concrete 
laboratory, have been given at national, regional, and local FHWA and industry meetings. More than 2,500 State 
DOT and FHWA engineers have attended workshops, seminars, and field demonstrations. Under the equipment 
loan program, in situ testing equipment has been loaned to 20 States. 

PROJECT MANAGERS : Suneel Vanikar, HTA-21, (202) 366-0120 and Gary Crawford, HTA-2 1, (202) 
366-1286 

STATUS : ln 1995, mobile laboratory field demonstrations wen conducted in Texas. Ohio, and Virginia 
One-day eve testing (NIX) workshops were held in Missouri and Iowa. This NDT workshop w111 be 
presented in several States over the next few years. This workshop includes some SHRPdeveloped products. 
A Concrete admixtures seminar was presented in Hawaii. 

The rem&ring States will be visited over the next several years, with many States asking for repeat visits as the 
SHRkleveloped products arc included in the laboratory. The 1 day admixture seminars will continue for a few 
more years. Additionally, this mobile laboratory will support efforts related to implementing SHRPdeveloped 
concrete technology. The major emphasis for the next several years will be on field demonstrations of the SHRP- 
developed products and implementation of Performance Related Specification for Concrete Pavements. 

TECHNOLOG!??i%ANSF’ER AIDS : Mobile laboratory, telephone and on-site assistance, speakers, 
specialized workshops and seminars, and nondestructive equipment loan program. A new mobile concrete 
laboratory was acquired in 1995. 

PUBLICATIONS : FHWA reports on several field studies available through the Office of Technology 
Applications. 
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DP-84 Corrosion Survey Techniques 

DESCRlFTfON : The objective of this project is to demonstrate and document the latest concepts and test 
procedures for corrosion sways on reinforced concrete s!ructures. A secondary objective is to work in 
conjunction nith States to collect data on structures that already have protectrre systems and to determme their 
effectiveness. The project is divided into three distinct modules: 

a Executive Presentation Slide presentation and some equipment demonstration 

s Equipment Demonstration Slide presentation on bridge evaluation techniques and l- to 2-day 
equtpment demonstrations. 

I  Hands-on Training and Testing. Three to four days of hands-on experience with equipment. 

e A loan program for States that are interested in a particular piece of equipment. 

Several products developed under the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) are being demonstrated as 
part of this project. 

BACKGROUND : Deterioration of reinforced concrete by corrosion of the reinforcing steel is the most 
Gequentcauseforneedmgmaintenance,rehabiii~ion,orrepl acement of concrete structural elements. The ability 
to identi@ an active corrosion process in the early stages is the most important factor in minimizing the cost of 
corrosion-related repairs. 

Today’s equipment is lighta, stronger, more durable, and is capable of interfacing with microcomputers through 
CADD-like sofhvare. Additionally, with the growing attention paid to concrete substructure corrosion, this 
equipment solves some of the difIicultics of surveying vertical surfaces over rivers, coastal waters, and freeways. 
Some tests that will be performed are half-cell potential survey, delamination mapping, rapid field measuring, 
chloride content, concrete cover survey, rebar corrosion rates, and crack measurement. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Donald Jackson, HTA-22 (202) 366-6770 

STATUS : This project was anwnn& late in 1991. DP-84 has been prcsen&d 36 times since then. Interested 
States may request demonstrations Corn the project manager. 
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DP-87 Drainable Pavements 

DESCRIPTION : This project was developed to help State highway agencies and industrl; partners become 
more familiar with new techniques in permeable base and edgedrain system design and construction This project 
concentrates on the use of permeable bases with concrete pavements and consists of a workshop that features a 
slide presentation, design manual, and field construction technical assistance. It also incorporates a hydraulic 
demonstration model that presents the drainage rate of various aggregate materials used in road building, 
inchtding permeable bases. 

BACKGROUND : Water in the pavement section is recognized as a major factor in pavement deterioration 
and early loss of pavement service life. In recent years, highway engineers have recognized the cost benefits of 
providing permeable bases to dram the pavement section. New aggregate gradations and stabilizing materials 
forbase courses have been used to provide a balance between drainability and stability. Construction engmeers 
also have developed new techniques for placing and compacting permeable base material. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Robert Bautngardner, HNG-42, (202) 3664612 

STATUS : More than 40 workshops have been completed to date. Scheduled presentations concluded in 
March 1994. The scope of the workshop potion of this project will be expanded in a future NH1 course to 
include retrofit edgedrains and drainage of flexible pavement. (See DP-87 Phase II, page under Asphalt 
Pavement Design and Construction.) . 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Workshop available on request (subject to long-range planning). 
specifications tkxnwii technica assistaxe, construction evaluation monies (limited), computer soflware 
available from PCTrans, University of Kansas, and McTrans, University of Florida. 
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Drainable Pavement Systems (Phase II) 

DESCRIPTION : Tbis project was developed to help State highway agencies and industry partners become 
more familiar with new techniques in permeable base and edgedrain system design and construction for concrete 
pavements. This phase of the project w-ill concentrate on the use of permeable bases wuh asphalt pavements and, 
as with concrete pavements under Phase I, consists of a workshop that features a slide presentation, design 
manual, and field construction technical assistance. 

BACKGROUND : Water in the pavement section is recognized as a major factor in pavement deterioration 
and earl?; loss of pavement service life. In recent years, highway engineers have recognized the cost benefits of 
providing permeable bases to dram the pavement section. New aggregate gradations and stabilizing materials 
for base courses have been used to provide a balance between drainability and stability. Construction engineers 
also have developed new techniques for placing and compactmg permeable base material. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Robert Baumgardner. HNG-42, (202) 3664612 

STATUS : This project is being expanded in an NH1 course to include retrofit edgedrains and drainage of 
flexible pavement. In addition, a contract has been awarded to Applied Research Associates to develop a 
microcomputer program to calculate pavement subsurface drainage. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Workshop available on request (subject to long-range planning), 
equipment demonstration. 
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DP-89 Quality Management 

DESCRIPTION : The goal of this project is to build top-level support and awareness of quality management 
and to provide training to State highway agencies in statistical quality control techniques. It is part of the 
National Qualib Irutlative. This project involves four quality management activities. 

Participate on a joint FHWA/AASHTO/indusuy steering committee to guide and help focus 
efforts on the quality of constructlon, performance, and quality management with emphasis on 
a partnership effort. 

Develop (jointly) and issue broadly based national policy/goals. 

Hold high level seminars for upper management of Federal, State, industry, and others to 
educate and gain support. 

Provide technical training, guidance, and tools to others responsible for implementation. 

BACKGROUND : There has been a conscious effort kthin the United States during the past decade to promote 
a correlation between American products and quality. ln general, this effort has been focused in the 
manufacturing industry. The United States has begun to promote the concept of American quality because quality 
is an important factor in maintaining global competitiveness. 

With the emphasis on quality again moving toward national significance, this project will provide direction and 
address a broader role of quality in the highway environment 

PROJECT MANAGER : Don Tuggle, HNG-21, (202) 366-1553 

PROJECT COORDINATOR : Gary Henderson, HTA-22, (202) 366-1283 

STATUS : in an effort to widely dissemimue the principles and ideals begun at the National Quality lmtiative 
Seminar in Dall&Ft Worth, Texas on November 10, 1992, four AASHTO Regional NQI Seminars involving 
well over 10,000 people nationwide have been conducted Additional support of state-level NQI activities has 
been provided. 

An ‘NQI National Conference” will he held in Alexandria, VA on November 14 and 15, 1995. The first-ever 
NQI Achievement Award will be presented for the best highway project at this conference. 

A 5-&y training course (Materials Gmtmi andAcceptance: QuafiQAssurance) and a 2-day workshop (Quality 
A4anagement/orMkmgers) is being co-sponsored with the National Highway Institute. Approximately 38 of 
the 50 available &e-day courses and 4 1 of the 56 available two-day workshops have been presented. Several 
statistical quality- axnputef pmgrams have been developed by the New Jersey DOT. A technical review 
of the user manual has been completed, and distribution of the manuals and programs is expected by the end of 
1995. In addition a number of workshops and scminm have been supported such as a technician training and 
certification workshop in PlattevilIe, Wisconsin and a quality assurance specifications development workshop 
in Little Rock, Arkansas. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIM : One-week course, two-day workshops, technical assistance, speakers, 
and computer programs. 
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DP-90 Mobile Asphalt Laboratories 

DESCRIPTION : This project is a major Office of Technology Applications imtiative to promote Strategic 
Highway Research Program (SHRP) findings in the asphalt area. This project uses two mobile laboratones to 
provide State highway agencies with a hands-on demonstration of the SHRP SUPERPAVE design system and 
field management techniques. 

The major objective of the projec! is to promote the Super Pave Mix design system and mix verification / 
volumetric quality control in thefield 

The npical project centers on transplanting a mobile lab to an active paving project at the invitation of the State. 
Once it is on site, State, contractor, and Federal engineers can witness, compare, and critique the test procedures 
and sequences. 

PROJECT MANAGERS : Thomas Harman, HTA-2 1, (202) 366-0859; John D’Angelo, HTA-2 1, (202) 
366-0121; and John Bukowslii, HTA-21, (202) 366-1287. 

STATUS : The use of mobile laboratories for asphalt mix is ongoing. The concepts of Mix Verification and 
Voids Acceptance have been demonstrated and field simulated in more than 38 States in the last 8 years. As an 
additional smicc, mote than 50 Fed& and State contractors, engineers, and technicians have spent 2 to 5 days 
in a mobile laboratory learning and strengthening their skills in the asphalt mix area. In 199 1, a formal 2day 
workshop was added to the &momm#ion. In 1993, key &men& of the SHRP SUPERPAVE mix design system 
were also added to the workshop. During 1994 and 1995 the laboratory provided field control on several projects 
using SUPERPAVE designed mixes. 

A report detailing the results of the field simulation was voted the “Best Paper of the Year 199 I ” by the 
Association of Asphalt Paving Te&noIogists. This report, Summary of Simulation Studies. is available from 
the project managers. 

The mmaining States will be visited over the next several years. With the addition of the SUPERPAVE vstem. 
many States are expeckd to request repeat visits. as thq explore the adoption of the new techniques. The mobile 
laboratory has supported other OTA activities, such as stone matrix asphalt (SMA), and is expected to perform 
this support activity more fi-equentiy in the next few years. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIRS : Mobile laboratory (subject to scheduling), telephone and on-site 
assistance, speakers, and specialized workshops and seminam. 

PUBLICATION4T Summary of Simulation Studies, by 1. D’Angelo and T. Ferragut, 199 1. 
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DP-108 Pavement Management Analysis 

PURPOSE : To demonstrate how various PMS prioritization methods are used to ident@ justifiable and cost- 
effective pavement preservation strategies for various funding levels and develop multi-Fear prioritized list of 
pavement presenation projects. 

To demonstrate how PMS pavement performance data is used to perform engineering analyses that could evaluate 
pavement design., construction mater& and maintenance procedures as they relate to performance of pavements. 

BACKGROUND : The ISTEA Interim Final Rule for management s)lstems requires each State Highwa! 
Agency to develop a PMS for the National Highway System capable of performing various pavement analyses. 

These analyses included pavement performance analysis to analyze the current and predicted performance of 
specific pavement types, investment analyses to estimate total cost for present and projected conditions across 
the nehvork, and investment strategies to prioritized pavement preservation projects with recommended 
preservation treatments that span single and multi-year periods using life-cycle cost analysis. 

The regulation also requires the PMS to be capable of performing engineering analyses for appropriate nehvodi 
sections that cuuld evaluate pavement design, construction, rehabilitation, materials, mix designs, and preventive. 
maintenance as they relate to @ormance of pavements. 

, -. 

State examples of pavement performance, multi-year prioritization methods, cost analyses and engineering 
analyses will be used to develop two to three-day demonstration sessions. The project consists of hvo 
demonstration activities. 

e The fust activity consists of a series of PMS outreach sessions to provide one-on-one 
discussions and technical assistance to States that are developing the analyses required to 
perform multi-year prioritiz8tion of prvement preservation projects. 

.v The second project consists a demonstration of the use of PMS performance data in 
engineering rpplications. , 

The main topics to be demonstrated in the multi-year prioritization demonstration activity are: 

- Pavement Performance Analysis 

w  Seleetion of Pavement Preservation Strategies and Treatments 

0 Effects of Budget Constraints 

I  Project Selection Process 

The main topics to be demonstrated in the use of PMS performance data in engineering appiications 
dexlonstr8tion activity are: 

. Historical Pcrfcwnance Data 
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Evaluation of Pavement Design Procedure 

Evaluation of Pavement Construction Practices 

Materials Perf’ormance Analysis 

Pavement Preservation Analysis 

PROJECT LMANAGER : Luis Rodriguez, HNG-4 1, (202) 366- 1335. 

STATUS : A contract has been awarded for the multi-year prioritization demonstrations. Demonstration 
sessions are expected to begin in the first quarter of 1996. 

Bids are currently being evaluated for a contract to perform PMS engineekg analysis demonstrations. The 
contract should be awarded by the end of 1995 and sessions are expected to begin in early 1997. 

Bridge Design and Construction 

Bridge design, as many other segments of civil engineering, has evolved fkom early art forms to a sophisticated 
science. A hundnd years of experience have been assimilated into the engineering practice, and modern research 
and development findings have been re-examined, tested, proven in service, and codified into bridge 
specifications and practice. The traditional design philosophies and methods, such as Working Stress Design 
(WSD) and Ultimate Strength Design (USD), are still used in bridge design. However, recent developments in 
bridge design specikations have departed kom the traditional approaches to incorporate more rational methods. 

Load Factor Design (LID) was a first step toward implementing a bridge design code based on statistical factors 
accounting for variability of loads, lack of accuracy in the analysis, and the probability of simultaneous 
occurrence of different loads. Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) extended the philosophy to include 
resistance factors that account for the variability of material properties, structuraI dimensions and workmanship, 
and the unw in the prediction of resistaxe The LRFD code, properly applied, is expected to lead to more 
rational bridge designs that will produce more economical and durable highway bridges. A concened effort to 
train bridge designers in the concept of load and resistance factors, as well as the application to bridge design. 
is crucial to the successful impkmentation of the new codes. 

The LRFD specifications are ideal for assimilating new developments in bridge materials and construction 
methods, such as elecuoslag welding and high performance concretes. since resistance factors can be moditied 
as necessary to represent uncertainties in material properties. Part of this project will involve promoting new 
bridge materials and construction methods and also implementing the LRFD code in bridge design software. 

Recent innovative developments in bridge design codes, bridge materials, and construction methods have led to 
the establishment of 10 milestones. 

1. Develop and initiate formal training sessions for the design of bridge superstructures 
and bridge foundations using the LRFD code. 

2. Develop and initiate fknal training sessions for the use of ncmdestructive load testing 
to dewmine load ratings of btidges. 

3. lkvelop and initiate a demonstration project on elecuosiag welding for steel bridges. 
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4. 

5. 

6.. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. Establish design and construction guideline for High-Performance Concrete. 

Approve the LRFD specifications as the sole AASHTO code for design of highway 
bridges. 

Upgrade major bridge design, analysis, and rating software with LRFD code: BRASS. 
AASHTO BDS. 

Use High-Performance Concrete in a prestressed concrete bridge in Virginia. 

Prepare Technology Transfer material and conduct a regional seminar on the use of 
High-Performance Concrete in a prestressed concrete bridge in Texas. 

Use High-Performance Concrete in parallel structures conventional concrete in one, 
HPC in the other. 

Establish an equ@xnt loan program for SHRPdeve~opai High-Performance Concrete 
test equipment. 
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AP-2 1 Geotechnical Microcomputer Programs 

DESCRIPTION : This project has involved the development of several geotechnical programs 
under contract with geotechnkai microcomputer programming firms. These programs have been 
made available to the States by the OTA. 

BACKGROUND : The microcomputer industry has undergone rapid changes in recent years. New 
developments in hardware and sofbvam make the use of the microcomputer in civil engineering applications more 
feasible, practical, and almost indispensable. 

The microcomputer can be used to solve many geotecbnicai problems that need repetitive and yet complicated 
calculations, such as analyzing embankment and foundation deformations, estimating pile behavior under static 
and dynamic forces, and calculating foundation settlements. Five of the microcomputer programs developed or 
under development are: 

COM624P: Analyze the behavia of piles or drilled shafts, subjected to lateral loads using the p-y 
method. 

EMBANKz Determines one-dimensional compression settlement because of embankment loads. 

SPILE: Calculates the ultimate static pile capacity in cohesive and cohesionless sok 

Bss: ,dnaips stability of slopes that contain soil reinforcement. The analysis is performed 
using a two-dimensional limiting equilibrium method, 

MSEW: &signs and/or analyzes required reinforcemen t for mechanically stabilized retauung 
walls, which does not consider specific facing configurations. 

DRIVEN: This program is the updated version of the SPILE Program. 

PILE 
FOUNDATION : This program will be developed based on the University of Florida program - 

LPGSTAN which is capable of analyzing bridge foundations subject to extreme 
evarts oupricana, ship and ice impats). The program will extend its capabilities 
to include the analysis and design of sound walls, retaining walls, signs and high 
rnastligbtings-. 

*. PROJECT MANAGER : Cl&n-Tan Chang, HTA-22, (202) 366-6749 

STATUS: TheSPILEprOgramhasbeenupgradcd,thenmp~iscalledDrivar Thisprogramis 
&mataitobecompletedbytbeendof199S. RSSProgramhasbancomplerad ItwiUbeteatedforabout2 
ma&s and will be distributed eariy December 1995. Contracts are being negotiakd to develop a new version 
of MSEW program and a multiple faceted program called Pile Foundations. 
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AP-102 SHRP Distress Identification LManual 

DESCRIPTION : ‘The Dtstress ldenrificatron Manual is a pictorial rating manual for distress identifkatlon 
on highway pavements. The manual’s photographs, descnpttons, and illustrations provide a reference for the 
conststent tdentiftcatron and quantification of the severity and extent of pavement distress. It also provides a 
common language for describing cracks, potholes, rutting, spalhng, and other pavement distresses. As a “distress 
dictionary,” the manual has the potential to improve inter- and intra-agency communication while leading to more 
uniform evaluations of pavement performance. 

The manual is divided into three sections that focus on particular @pes of pavement: (1) asphalt concrete 
surfaced (2) jomted Portland cement concrete, and (3) continuously reinforced Portland cement concrete. Each 
distress is clearly labeled, described, and illustrated. 

BACKGROUND : ln 1987, the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) began its largest and most 
comprehensive pavement performance the Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) program. The Dtstress 
I~ennficanon A4unuaf was developed as a tool for the LTPP program. It allows States and others to provide 
accurate, uniform, and comparable information on the condition of LTPP test sections. Moreover, it enables 
individuals and agencies to interpret LTPP data or to correlate LTPP findings with their own research efforts. 

PROJECT MANAGER : James Walls, HNG-42, (202) 366-1339 

STATUS : The SHRP distributed multiple copies of the latest color version of the Distress ldennjkmion 
Uunrcul in July 1993. NHI will offer several training courses on the Manual to State and local highway agencies 
starting in the Fall of 1995. 

Copies of the training materials will be made available to academia and the ?echnology Transfer Centers 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : The project mana* will continue to provide technical advice and 
participate in conferences, seminars, workshops, and user training sessions. Test and evaluation by a limited 
number of States is also anticipated . 

PUBLICATIONS : The Disnoss Idenn&xion Monuul for the Long-Term Pavement Performance Project 
canbepurcha&fknntheTriqawi- Reseamh Board. Telephone: (202) 334-3214; Fax (202) 334-25 19 
cost: s20. 
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AP-118 Falling Weight Deflectometer Quality Assurance Software (Sl-UW) 

DESCRIPTION : This project develops, markets, and distributes generic versions of the Strategic Highway 
Research Program’s (SHR.P’s) Falling Weight Deflectometer (FWD) Quality Assurance software for use by State 
highway agencies. The generic versions accommodate various FWDs, sensor numbers, sensor spacings, and test 
protocols. 

BACKGROUND : The SHRP FWD Quality Assurance Software is a spinoff product of SHRP’s Long-Term 
Pavement Performance (LTPP) studies. It is one of four spinoff products SHRP recommended for FHWA 
implementation acttvities in 1992. 

Falling Weight Deflectometers are used widely by highway agencies to collect pavement response data used in 
pavement rehabilitation design, pavement management svsterns, and forensic examinations of failed pavements. 
The overall goal of the SHRP FWD Quality Assurance SoGware is to ensure the consistent collection of high- 
quality pavement deflection data. 

To provide quality assurance for FWD data collection, SHRP developed four software programs and established 
reference calibration centers at several State highway agencies to provide for quality measurement and data 
collection. 

Since many of the State highway agencies either own or contract for deflection testing services by an FWD, the 
use of this quality assurance software should provide improved testing data. Unfortunately, all of this software 
was wtitten specifically for SHRP and its methods. As an example, the programs are written to read data files 
from Dynatest FWD with seven sensors at the prescribed SHRP sensor spacing. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Max Gregg, (5 18)43 14224. 

STATUS : A Technical Working Group was established in 1993. During 1994 the LTPP Division continued 
to revise these soft\vare packages based upon their need, experience, and input from the Technical Working 
Group. These modifications should be completed by October 1995. In 1996 a consultant contract will be 
exeaed to perform the so&arc mdification. Additional Gmding will provide for training on the software and 
the calibration centers. Limited Geld testing by the SHAS will be conducted, and modified generic software ~111 
be marketed. 
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TE-13 Innovative Contracting Practices 

DESCRIPTION : The objective of this project is to identify innovative contracting practices for evaluation 
and documentation that have the potential to reduce life-cycle costs to State highway agencies, while maintaining 
product quality and an acceptable level of contractor profitability. Practices tested under this contract include 
design/build, warranties. guarantees, lane rental, cost plus tune bidding, and incentives/disincentives. 

BACKGROUND : This project resulted f?om the work of a 1988 Transportation Research Board (TRB) task 
force that spent 3 years exploring innovative practices in the U.S. and abroad. Its findings were released as 
Transportation Research Circular Number 386, titled “Innovative Contracting Practices” ( 199 1). 

Another initiative relative to innovative contracting practices resulted from an asphalt pavement study group’s 
1990 European tour. The group was impressed with what it saw and recommended three innovative practices 
that could be pursued through a test and evaluation effort: 

s Functional contracts (design/build), 

s Warranties of riding surfaces, and 

a Lane rental. 

In addition. a fourth practice, cost-plus-time bidding, has gained widespread acceptance from State highway 
agencies. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Wady Williams, HNG-22, (202) 366-0606 

STATUS : This project has been operational for ovQ 5 years and approximately 65 percent of the WA’s have 
participated at least once. 

By far, the most popular technique used has been cost-plus-time bidding. Twenty-six States and the District of 
Columbia have used this method thus far. Six SHA’s have either completed design/btuld contracts or have 
initiated such contracts. Contacts have been completed in &izona and Colorado with favorable results. Total 
project time was substantially less than would have been expected for conventional design-bid-build projects. 
there was no significant change in design costs, and claims were essentially eliminated. Six MA’s have 
un&rtaken projects using the lane rental concept to reduce road-user impacts and, eight SHA’s have chosen to 
use and evaluate warranty provisions. 

In 1995 F?iWA published Rebuilding America: Parmership For Invesnnenr, F?iWA publication No. FHWA- 
PD-95-028, which contains descriptions of innovative practices and a list of projects using these practices. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Lane rental specifications, background inf’ormation on warranties 
. and guarantees (from the Transportation Reseamh Board), and telephone and speaker assistance. 
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TE-18 Stone Matrix Asphalt 

DESCRIPTION : The goal of this project is to test and evaluate the use of Stone Matrix Asphalt (SMA) on 
several test sections of U.S. highways to determine its construction feasibility and cost-effective performance. 
DP-90’s mobile asphalt laboratories, its staff, and the Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center staff are 
available to asstst other States with SMA mix design information. The mobile asphalt laboratories provtde 
materials analysis on-site while supporting quality control and compliance. 

BACKGROUND : In 1990, a team of State, industry, and Federal engineers from the U.S. participated in 
a European Asphalt Study Tour. Their mission was to identify promising asphalt technologies, Of the asphalt 
nuxture technologies studied, SMA had great promise for use in this country. 

SMA is an asphalt mixture developed in the 1980’s in Germany to provide a rut-resistant pavement surface layer. 
SMA’s proven performance is attributed to a “gap graded” aggregate gradation that provides a stone-to-stone 
stnrcture held together by a durable asphalt cement, mineral filler, and fiber matrix. SMA is routinely used in 
many parts of Europe. 

PROJECT MANAGER : John Bukowski, HTA-2 I, (202) 366- 1287 

STATUS : Interest in SMA remains strong. To date, project presentations have been made at nearly 100 
locations to thousands of government and industry individuals interested in the various aspects of material 
seltion desigrk constructior4 and performance. Cauinuing interest in SMA is evident by the increasing number 
of States that participate and the tonnage of SMA used in projects. 

Y&U Number of States Tons of SMA 

1991 4 less than 50.000 

1992 ‘12 100.000 

,1993 15 200.000 

1994 23 300,000 

1995 27 400 000 

Extensive monitoring is under way on more than 50 separate test sites construeted in Maryland, Georgia, 
Virginia, Texas, C-alifania, Alaska, Akrsas, New Jascy, Kansas, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, 
and Missouri. Data from these projects are being analyzed and model specifications have been disseminated. 

. Further evahrarion is target@ mixture design, cost reduction, quality control, and predictive performance of the 
‘.!%A pavements. SMA sites are being visited and evaluated by a wntraetor, which should lead to a greater 
understanding and more systematic evaluation approach A mix design reseamh effort funded by the NCHRP 
9-8 is underway at the National Center for Asphalt Technology and Auburn University. Efforts are also 
undaway to use some of the Superpave mix technologies in designing SMA. 

TECENOLOCY TRANSFER AIDS : Telepti and a&e a&~, speakers, mix design assistance 
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(based on laboratory availability), and mobile laboratory (subject to long-range planning). 

PUBLICATIONS : SMA Model Materials Selection and Construction Guidelines are available through the 
Office of Technology Applications and are also being distributed by the industry. Copies of material on 
European SMA S>nt?zsis also are availabie upon request. 
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TE-21 Pavement Condition Measurement (SHRP) 

DESCRIPTION : This project evaluates and promotes state-of-the-art pavement condition evaluation 
equipment and consolidates previous ongoing activities with SHRP implementation efforts related to pavement 
condition measurement. The project will be expanded to include new technology as it becomes available. 

Three kinds of equipment have been evaluated through field test and evaluation: 

SHRP Ground Penetrating Radar 

SHRP Seismic Pavement Analyzer 

- Fully Automated Pavement Distress Measuring Equipment 

PROJECT MtLYAGERS : Luis Rodriquez, HNG-4 1, (202) 366-1335 and George Jones, HNG-4 I, (202) 
366- 1338. 

STATUS : The final report on the fully amomata! pavement &ress measuring equipment has been completkd 
and distributed to all State highway agencies. Reports on additional equipment analysis will be issued upon 
completion of field tit and evaluation. A follow-up test was conducted in North Carolina during December 
1994. North Carolina DOT is current& completing the data analysis fkom that test. 

. 

The Technical Working Group met and d&da3 not to furd any additional testing of either the ground penetrating 
radar or the seismic pavement analyzer. The developers of both pieces of equipment are continuing wuh the 
equipments’ development. Commercial development through the private sector is encouraged 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Test and evaluation in selected States through work orders and 
equipment loan. A follow-up program of workshops, seminam, and literature is envistoned. 
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T-E-25 Strategic Highway Research Program Work-Zone Safety Devices 

DESCRIPTION : To improve safety and efficiency of day-to-day maintenance and operations of work zones, 
the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) produced I2 devices that are applicable in work zones, 
especially for maintenance activities. 

1. Salt Spreader Truck Mounted Attenuator (TMA) 

2. Portable Crash Cushion l * 

3. Ultrasonic D&&on Alarm 

4. Infhred Intrusion Alarm l * 

5. Queue-Length Detector .* 

6. Portable Rumble Strip ** . 

7. Direction indicator Barricade l * 

8. Opposing Traffic Lane Divider l . . 

9. Dive&g Lights 

10. Flashing STOPNOW Paddk l * 

11. All-Terrain Sign & Stand 

12. Remoteiy Driven Vehicle . 

l * Interest indicated by commercial fabricators. 

The Salt Spreader Truck Mounted Atteuuor is commercially produced and marketed exclusively by private 
ixhstry. Sk of the other &vices, rep-g the basic SHRP developed concepts, arc commercially available 
and are ready for trial field use. These include the, Opposing Ttic Lane Dividers, Portable Rumble Strip, 
Flashing STOP/SLOW Pa&k, Dirsctian In&a&x &uric&s, Work Zane In~ion Alarms, and the All-Terrain 
Sign Stand with Signs. The Portable Crash Cushion and the Remotely Driven Vehicle are being modified to 
improve their perkmum. The Queue-Length Detector and Diverging Lights have had technical problems that 
ranainunsolvedandaisoappeartohmcalimitedmarketciemand Furtherworkonthesetwodeviccsisonhold. 

: PROJECT MANAGER : Joe Las& HHS-I 1, (202) $56 2174 

PROJECT COORDINATOR : Peter Ha&i, HTA3 1, (202) 366 8036 
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STATUS : Most of the devices have been e.xhibited by the FHWA and SHRP staff at many national and 
regional conferences and technical show;. The purpose of showcasing the devices during fiscal years 1992 
through 1994 is to acquaint potential users with these new devices and to develop interest in their use. 

FHWA supports activities to provide the vario~ devices to State highway agencies for trial use and evaluation. 
A solicitation of interest was made to the State DOTS through FHWA division offrices. Based upon responses. 
funds were provided to the States to acquire limited numbers of the devices for trial use under actual work 
conditions. In rerurn information on the overall performance of the devices will be provided to FHWA. 

Some additional funding will be made available in FY 1994 for acquiring IntrusionAlarms and other devices that 
may become avatlable for trial use and evaluation. The timding will be provided under normal Federal atd 
procedures. Through this evaluation method, FHWA will accumulate an information base on the m-service 
performance of the various devices, while allowmg the States to gain experience with them. 
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TE-27 Innovative Pavement Materials & Treatments 

DESCRIPTION : This project provides States an opportunity to evaluate SHRP pavement maintenance 
products and techniques by introducing preventive maintenance technology and principles. Techmcal assistance 
will be provtded on surface treatments and gwdance will be avaIlable in the use of innovative materials. SHRP 
technology m two areas is included: 

Effectiveness of pavement preventive maintenance: management concepts, optimum timing of 
various surface treatment applications, guide specifications for preventive maintenance, and a 
1 -day workshop. 

Innovative materials: pothole patching, crack sealing, joint sealing, spa11 repair and other 
materials and surf&e repair guidelines, introduction of objective data collection techniques for 
joint seal effectiveness, and a I day workshop. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Patrick Bawr, HNG-2 1. (202) 366-1554 and Michael Srmth, HXG-42. (202) 
3664057. 

PROJECT COORDINATORS : Jim %rerwm, HNG-42, (202) 366-1333 and Gary Henderson HTA-2 1. 
(202) 366- 1283. 

STATUS : Showas caaias have been awarded for- Preventive Maintenan~ and Innovative Materials. and 
pilot workshops have been conducted. Test and Evaluation programs are under development. The fmt ptlot 
wrkshop was h;eld in May, 1995, in Colorado. The second pilot is being held in September. 1995, III Xnzona. 
It is anticipated that workshops for both technologies will be available in the late Fall of 1995. 

TECHINOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Seminars, technical assistance, and field test and et ahanon work 
orders. 
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TE-28 SHRP Snow and Ice Technology 

DESCRIPTION : This project tests arid evaluates SHRP snow and ice technology products in five major 
areas: snowplow cutting edges, snow fences, roadway weather information systems, anti-icing technologies, and 
de-icing chemicals. The project will provide an opportunity for States to test and evaluate better deslgned 
snoylows and snow fences. improved storm forecasting and communication methods, and more efficient and 
effective snow removal and Ice control methods. 

The primary products emerging from this SHRP technology area are design guides, manual of practxe for anti- 
icing operations, research reports, handbooks, evaluahon methodologies, and unproved snow removal equipment. 
Guidelines have been developed for evaluating equipment, materials, and methods for utilizing anti-icmg 
technology. FWA’s implementation effort of the SHRP technology has three parts: 

- Anti-icing Technology through a technical services support agreement with U.S. Army Corp 
of Engineers (Cold Regions Research and Engineming Laboratory CRREL). 

Showcasing contract incorporating workshops, field test and evaluation, and equipment loans. 

Field Teat and Evaluations through work orders with State highway agencies. 

PROJECT MANAGERS : SalimNass~ HNG-21, (202) 366-1557;Chmg Eng, Hh’G-21, (202) 366-1555. 

PROJ-ECT COORDINATOR : Gary Henderson, HTA-21, (202) 366-1283 

STATUS : Prod&technologies cum&y being evaluated include weather information systems for high\va> 
operations, anti-icing operations, innovative snow fence design and construction, and snow scoops. Additional 
products/technologies and participants will be added through the showcasing contract. Work orders were 
established with 15 State highway agencies to evaluate the cffketiveness of SHRP anti-icing techniques over the 
1993/94 and 1994/95 winta period. Work orders were also established with an additional seven State hightvay 
agencies; four to evaluate the Wels portable interactive weather prediction system, and several other weather 
services in terms of usefulness and aamacy for highway operations; two to evaluate snow fences designed in 
accordance with SHRP guidelines; and one to CLaluatc the effectiveness of the snow scoop retrofitted to their 
existing plows. 

A Strawwe contract has been exaxtcd to package the various technologies and develop a series of workshops 
and saninam focusing on snow and ice technologies. Additional field trials will be initiated with selected States 
to furtha evaiuate various products by winter 1995196. Woikshops will begin during the fust quarter of 1996. 

TECEZNOLOCY TRANSFER AIDS : Workshops on snow and ice technology will be available in the 
near future. Folldtig standard work order procedures, States may participate in field tests and evaluations of 
selected products. Technical assistance will be available to guide participants on proper application and 
evaluation of pmducts/tcchnology. Limited mg is available. 

‘Pavement Management Technology : This technology group focuses m those tcchnologics related to 
identification, evaluation, and testing for pavamnt d&tress aid collcctim of pavement performance data. It 
imluds a Distms I- Mamml and scvml piaxs of equipment developed under the Strategic Highway 
Research Program’s Lung Term Pavement Pafomam (LTPP) program Programs under this group will 
establish a continuing effort to test and evaluate anerging quip- and technology and will provide 
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compre&nsive reports of testing results to the industry. This effort will result eventually in more accurate and 
consistent distress identification and petfcx-mance data. 
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TE-30 High Performance Rigid Pavements (HPRP) 

DESCRIPTION : The immediate goal of the HPRP Program is to construct some selected highway projects 
to explore the appiicabdity of other innovative concrete pavement design and construction concepts in the United 
States. The long range goal is further improvement of cement concrete pavement design, materials, and 
construction technology and equipment through innovation, research, training, and followmg pavement 
technology developments in other nations. 

BACKGROUND : In 1992-a team of State, indusay, and Federal engineers participated in the U.S. Tour of 
European Concrete Highways. Their mission was to review European concrete pavement experiences and obtam 
information relatmg to finance, research, design, construction, maintenance, and performance to assist with 
developmentof appropriate actrons for enhancing the US. highway system. The follow-up visits to Germany 
and Austria obtained su&ient infotmation to construct experimental sections using German design and Austrian 
exposed aggregate surface treatment technique to reduce tire/pavement noise.. 

PROJECT MANAGER : John M. Becker, HNGJO, (202) 366- 1340 

PROJECT COORDINATOR : Sunal Vmikar, HTA-2 1, (202) 366-O 120 

STATUS : In 1993 a l-mile test section was constructed on I-75 (Chrysier Freeway) in downtown Detroit, 
lMichigan The design and construction procedures of the experimental pavement section were sirntlar to those 
used in Getmany and Austria The project will be monitored for 3 years and evaluation reports have and will be 
prepared Anopenhousewasorgani&duringconsmznontodanonsa;itc the European design and constructton 
technology. FHWA plans to participate in additional projects incorporating some of the European and other 
innovative design features. 

State Highway Agencies have been asked to submit proposals for HPRP projects by October 10, 1995. Espen 
Working Groups will be formed to select projects for FY 1996 funding, to evaiuate HPRP performance and to 
oversee open house activities and to develop T workshops. 

TECHNOLOGY TRUYSFER AIDS : Telephotx and on-site assistance, speakers, and mobile laboratoc 

PUBLICATIONS : Report on the 1992 U.S. Tout of European Concrete Highways. 1992, and Summary 
Report of Follow-up Tour of Germany and Austria. 1993. Both reports are available through the Offkt of 
Technology Applications. A video-tape on the Michigan project is available from the Office of Technolo~ 
Applications.. 
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TE-34 SHRP Concrete Showcase Contracts 

CONCRETE .MIX DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION AIDS (SHRP) 

DESCRIPTION : This project provides State DOTS and industry with SHRP-developed information on 
concrete mix design and curing tables along with providing technical assistance for implementation. Curing 
tables ~111 aid resident engineers and contractors in their decision process. 

BACKGROUND : Packing diagrams have been developed by SHRP to get dense concrete. The diagrams 
are used as mix design techniques. Properly used, the mix design may improve tensile strength and durability. 
Curing tables have been developed and include tcmperaturc, cement content, and critical dimensions to aid proper 
curing. The goal of these efforts IS to obtain dense, impermeable, and durable concrete with minimum cracks. 

.. PROJECT MANAGER : Suneel Vanikar, HTA-21, (202) 366-0120 

STATUS : A Work Order was provided to the Indiana DOT in 1992 to perform field verification of packing 
diagrams, and field testing and evaluation are complete. A work order was’ provided to the University of 
LwisviUe for additional testing and evaluation in 1994 and is underway. Minnesota DOT conducted their own 
packing handbook evaluation in 1994. In 1994, the Missouri HID examined the packing handbook for possible 
use in mix design. 

In 1994, these products were promoted through presentations, and they will be incorporated mto other SHRP- 
related implementation efforts for concrete durability and high performance concrete. 

In 1995, the draft Packing Handbook evaluation report and the Curing Tables evaluation report weti sent to 
AASHTO and distributed to members of the Technical Working Group. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Presentations are available upon request from the Office of 
Technology Applications. 

CONCRETE DURABILIl’Y tSHRP) 

DESCRWTIO~ : This project will &owcase SHRP4eveloped products and provide education and technical 
assistance to State DOTS and the industry by developing and presenting workshops and providing testing 

*equipment to State DOTS through an equipment loan program 

This implementation effort in&&s new test proc&res for D-Cracking potential of aggregates, a revised test 
pmcedufe fa fncot-thaw durability, and specifications for a-gates. It will also in&de an cxpext system for 
rehabilitation strategy. The durabiity of cazrctc structurrs andpavcmmtsisakeyissueinrebuilding 
irlfiastnrcnnc. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Gary C&+&i, H’TA-21, (202) 366-1286 
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PROJECT COORDINATOR : Suneei Vanikar, HTA-21, (202) 366-0120 

STATUS : Five impact echo devices, five in situ surface air flow permeameters and five hydraulic fracture 
devices have been purchased and are available through an equipment loan program. The impact-echo device has 
been loaned to ten agencies. the surface air flow permeameter has been loaned to eight agencies, and the hydraulic 
fracture device has been loaned to five interested highway agencies. The products are being promoted through 
a manual. workshops. equipment loans, and techmcal assistance. Consultant senices were obtained in 1994 to 
develop and present workshops. showcase products, manage the equipment loan program, and provide techrucal 
assistance. A pilot workshop was held in Virginia in lune 1995. Regional workshops will start in late 1995 and 
continue through 1996. Some products will also be demonstrated in the FHWA mobile concrete laboratop. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Workshops, quipment Ioans, and technical assistance through 
consultant services. A manual will be developed for the workshops. 

ALULI-SILICA REACTMTY (ASR) AND FLORESCENT WCROSCOPY (SHRP) 

DESCRKPTION : This project will provi& education and tezhnicai assistance to State DOTS and the industry 
while showcasing SHRPdeveloped products relating to alkali-silica reactivity (ASR) and florescent microscopy. 

. 
ASR is a problem for many States, particularly those with concrete paver&s. This implementation effort 
inchdes identifkaticm of ASR, field and Unxamry tests, mitigaticxr of ASR in existing structures, and mix design 
procedures to reduce potential for ASR 

The project will develop and present wo&hops, provi& testing quipment to State DOTS through an equipment 
loan program, and provide technical assistance. 

PROJECT AWNAGE : Roger Surdahl, HNG-23, (202) 366-1563 

PROJECT COORDINATOR : Suneel Vanikar, HTA-21, (202) 366-0120 

STATUS : Sk ASR field dete&a~ test kits have been purchased The consultant contract to develop a 3day 
workshop and other showcast activities was awa&d in 1993. A pilot workshop was held in Pennsylvania in late 
1994. workshop pmsentau ‘ON started in 1995, and workshops were presented in Nebraska, New Jersey, North 
Carolina, Wyoming., Nevada, Oregon, Minnesota, and New Mexico. An equipment loan program has been 
established. and tcdmical assistance is provi&d u&r the amtract E@pment loan and technical assistance were 
provided to Pennsylvania, Nevada, Idaho, Delaware, Oregon, and Indiana DOT’s. Field testing of lithium 
compounds to minim&e ASR is underway in New Mexico, Nevada, New Hampshire, and Pennsylvania. 

In 1996, the products will be promoted through a manual, additional workshops, product showcasing, and 
.tech&al assistance. Some products will continue to be demonstrated in the FHWA mobile concrete laboratory. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Workshops, equipment loans. and technical assistancethrough 
consultant services. 
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Concrete Pavement Design and Construction 

The concrete pavement design and construction technology group focuses on innovative designs and 
construction techniques that provide immediate solutions to specific Portland cement concrete 
pavement problems. The range of.technologies addresses water in pavements, faulting joints and 
cracks, paving under limited time restrictions, pavement durability and economy, and methods of 
achieving improved overall performance through performance-related specifications. 

Several projects incorporating emerging technologies for design and construction are in development_ 
stages. These include high-performance rigid pavement design and construction methods, various 
concrete pavement texturing techniques to minimize noise and enhance safety, and evaluation and 
implementation of performance-related specifications for concrete pavements. 





TE-36 High-Performance Concrete 

DESCRIPTION : This national effort will include seminars, workshops, equipment loan programs, 
demonsh-ation bridges, and technical assistance to evaluate. showcase, and promote Hugh performance concrete 
and SHRP research products in high performance concrete. The tnitial goals are to obtain all equipment, 
specifkatiok, test procedures, and reference documents related to the subject; organize the materials; develop 
seminar and workshop technology transfer materials; and plan an equipment loan program. The secondary goals 
are to present seminars and workshops, implement the equipment loan program, provide techmcai assrstance, and 
construct Demonstration Bridges. 

BACKGROUND -: The Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP) supported considerable research into 
high performance concrete. As a result of this research, new testing methods have been developed and some 
esisting testing methods have been maUied to I) determine the validity of e.wstmg test methods; 2) gwe greater 
unif&mity to test results; and 3) give engineers greater confidence in the material properties of high performance 
concrete. 

A major goaI of SHRP was to develop improved criteria and testing methods for the mechanical properties and 
behavior of high-performance concrete. The training and dissemination of information to personnel 
(goemmental and industry) tquired to pufbrm tests and mixture design is an essential step for the effective use 
of new field identification procedures, test procedures, and mixture design methods. 

PROJECT MANAGER : Terry D. Ha&--ard, HTA-22, (202) 366-6765 

PROJECT COORDINATOR : John M. Hooks, HTA-22, (202) 366-6643 

STATUS : A national m&-year effort is planned that would target a mavimum number of interested 
government and private in&try cngixers and ticians. This effort will promote the use of high performance 
concrete and the thorough evaluation of SHRPdeveloped products to transfer technology to a wide audience 
throughout the United States. High performance concrete is being used in bridges under construction m 
Nebraska, Texas and Virginia, and plans are being made for its use in bridges in New Hampshire, Ohio. 
Colorado, Georgia and Washington A workshop on the use of high performance concrete in the Texas bndge 
is planned for early 1996. 

TECHNOLOGY TMMZE32 AXIS : Workshops on High Performance Concrete, technical assistance, 
speakers, and presentation materials. 

Bridge tnspeciion and Bhdge Management 

. More than 40 percent of the Nation’s 575,000 higbway bridges are functionally obsolete or structurally deficient. 
‘F defkient structures represent signikant impediments to the safe, economical use of the highway system 
and msult in safety hazards, high user costs, and huge outlays for preservation and replacement. Balanced against 
this backlog of bridge needs is a gaxmlly ma&qua& level of funding by public agencies for infrastructure needs. 

Tk adlapse of the Silver Bridge in 1967 was the &media& catalyst for what became a comprehensive bridge 
safety inspection program mandated by tbe National Bridge Inspection Standards (IBIS). Every bridge on a 
public road must be inspected at leaat every 2 years and bigbway ageneiea across the Natiy have inspection 
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staffs and programs that collect and update critical bridge inventory and inspection data. AAer almost 20 >.ears, 
there is still a manifest need to more effectively analyze this data, to better defme bridge needs, and to find 
effective solutions. 

The complesities and costs associated with preserving the Nation’s bridge infrastructure demand innovative 
approaches to collection and analysis of data and prediction of current and future bridge preservation actions. 
These needs. coupled with the availability of modem analytical methods arid high-speed computers, are leading 
to the development of comprehensive bridge management systems. Prior to the late 198Os, there were no e.xisting 
management systems adaptable to the management of bridge programs nor was there any clear definition of key 
bridge management principles or objectives. Therefore, in cooperation with AASHTO, California DOT, and a 
specially formulated technical woriung group (TWG) representing several State DOT’s, OTA was able to 
establish the foIlowmg prim;uv requirements of a comprehensive Bridge Management System (BMS): 

Generai Procedures 

1. Identify and establish responsibility for data collection and management and for bridge decision 
making based on a comprehensive BMS. 

2. 

3. 

Coordinate program and project-level decisions and coordinate bridge maintenance and 
improvement actions and a process of priority programming i 

- 
Ensure a clear method of communicating needs and programsto outside audiences. 

Funcrional Need 

1. Automated database of bridge inventory, condition data. and a historical data file. 

2. Deterioration models for projecting future condit. .- of bridge ekments with or without 
intervening actions. 

3. IdcntifL costs related to feasible act&q user costs associated with a deficient bridge condition. 
and budget and other key constraints. 

4. Develop multi-period proc&res and reporting capabilities. 

Efforts to define modem bridge management led to a cooperative effort with California DOT and the TWG to 
be develop the PONTIS BMS. With Pontis under development, and with the added incentive of the Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 199 1, six milestones were established: 

1. Publish Version 2.0 of PONTIS, the BMS jointly developed k FHWA, California DOT and 
the TWG (complete); accomplish transfa of PONTIS support to the AASHTOWare software 
system (complete). 

2. Develop and begin formal BMS training sessions fat bridge inspectors and bridge managers 
(sessions to be undmay beginning in October 1993). 

3. Establish an FHWA tstwcdc of BMS specialists and regional TWGs to provide BMS training 
and support to SHA and local agaq bridge managers (undeway). 

4. lmpkmnt a &nnx& &ogni=i (CoRe) Element system to d&e stanch@ bridge ekments 
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(complete); establish uniform method of converting core element condition data to NBI format 
(ready for adoption). 

5. Each State implement a comprehensive BMS (underway). 

6. Organ& a new demonstration project to promote innovative computer hardware and software 
to unprove efficiency and quality of bridge data collection and management (scheduled to begin 
in FY 1997). 
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TE-39 SHRP Asphalt Support Projects . . 

This project supports a multitude of activities to promote the SHRP asphalt program. 

PROJECT MANAGERS : The managers for all TE-39 projects are: John D’Angelo, HTA-2 1, (202) 366- 
0 12 1; Thomas Harman, HTA-2 1, (202) 366-0859; and John Bukowski, HTA2 1, (202) 366- 1287. 

POOLED FUND EOUIPMENT STUDY SUPPORT (SHRP) 

DESCRIP%‘ION : FHWA, in wopemtion with AASHTO and SHRP, initiated a pooled fund study that gives 
the participating States the opportunity to acquire SUPERPAVE asphalt binder and mix test equipment. Since 
the pooled fund announcement on Janq 10, 1992, States have committed at least a portion of the estimated 
$335,000 to purchase the equipment. The pooled fund study allows each State to use its Federal SP&R monies 
without matching funds. 

STATUS : Procurement of the equipment is scheduled for a 4-year period. All participating States have 
received the SUPERPAVE bi equipment. The mix design equipment must go through further development 
with a series of fust article testing. This process should allow for a more rigid analysis of the equipment prior 
to tk purchase. Tht Suites have reaivad the gyratory compaction equipment to begin work on the SUPERPAVE 
mix design system. . . 

l%tx&mt of the mkture analysis quipment and the SUPERPAVE Shear Tester and Indirect Tensile Tester 
will initially be limited to six units. These will be evaluatal at SUPERPAVE Centers established in PA, AL, TX. 
NV, and TN as well as at the FHWA TFHRC. Equipment procurement for all State DOTS of these devices is 
scheduled for 1996. 

: -r i 3 , . . . . _ , ~ 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Equ@xnt on loan (subject to availability), State reports available 
through the Office of Technology Applications (subject to availability), and telephone assistance. .- . 

SERP ASPHALT EOUIPMENT LOAN PROGRAM 

DESCRIPTION : This project evaluates asphalt binder equipment developed to support the binder 
specification under the Strategic Highway Reseat& Program (SHRP). Tbe Office of Technology Applications 
(OTA) has five scls of asphait anxnt testing equip- plus one set for OTA and one set for FHWA’s Research 
and Developmant. This equipment includes: 

- -Bcnding beam rheomewitllwmputcr 

- Dynamic shear rheomwwithwmputa 
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Ruggedness and precision/bias data are being collected for the final specifications (a secondary but ven 
important purpose of this project). OTA is working closely with the AASHTO Subcommittee on Mater& to 
accomplish this expeditiously. 

STATUS : All equipment has been delivered and uill continue to be loaned to States within each user-producer 
group. Funding also involves workshops (that include the user-producer group concept) and evaluation monies, 
as required. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Equipment specifications, vendor list, and provisional test 
procedutes. Binder technicians an available for on-site training, three-day workshops, and telephone assistance. 

SHRP Fi __ 2 IMPLEMENTATION ASPHALT 

DESCRIPTION : This project u. : .::-ovide technical assistance to the States in the local use of Superpave 
equipment provided under the pooled fund buy. A competitive contract was awarded to the Asphalt Institute for 
field engineers and technicians to assist the States. Assistance will include equipment setup, testing, test 
interpretation, local workshops, training in the design and construction of mixes, and guidance for the 
izonmmion of Special Pavement Section (SPS) 9 design and ccnstnxtion. This project will be closciy integrated 
with LTPP. 

. 

STATUS : The contract was be let in FY 1995 and will last for 3 to 5 years. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : On site training, field and telephone technical assistance. 

SEIRP SUPERPAVE MODELS 

DESCRIPTION : This project will assist in completing the SHRP work on the model - that underpin 
SUPERPAVE. The effort will be completed through a competitive bid contract. The work will include sotlware 
suppers model documentation, and further tefmement and documentatron The contract for technical asststance b 
win be let in 1993 and operate for 3 to 4 years. 

STATUS : Procurement is on hold until the SHRP reports on the models are made available to include in 
procurement documents. 

GEORGIA LOADED WHEEL TESTER (LWT’l 

.DESCRXPTION : This project supports SHRP asphalt implementation efforts by evaluating innovative 
asphalt testing equipment. Products unier consideration include the nuclear asphalt content gauge, indirect 
tensile tesk moisture sensitivity tests. and xost significantly, the &orgia Loaded Wheel Tester (LWT). While 
not diredy associated with SHRP, this project will finance additional evaluations of SHRP-developed products 
not specifically identified in the pooled fimd buy. 

BACKGROUND : The Gaxgia LWT was developed by Dr. Jim Lai at Georgia Tec4 in cooperation with 
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the Georgia DOT. It is a quick, efficient, and inexpensive method for determining rut susceptibility of surface 
mixes. Georgia DOT has developed a specification that is used on all high-traffic roadway projects and other 
projects vvhere rutting susceptibility is a concern. 

FHWA sponsored a round-robin test program with sis State DOTS to evaluate the Georgia device, which was 
found to be repeatable and reproducible. A Work Order with Georgia DOT was issued by FHWA to modify the 
device to make it senuautomatic and controlled electronicaliy. The modified device is capable of testing multiple 
samples at one time and handling 75 by 125 by 375 mm samples. The temperature and the hose pressure also 
are adjustable. 

A second round-robin test program is planned to evaluate the modified device. 

STATUS : Five States have evaluated the Georgia LWT and will report their findings during the next several 
years. Georgia Tech has upgraded several features of the LWT to make it semiautomatic and eiectronicallv 
controlled. This modified device is being tested currently. An E.xpert Task Group was assembled in late 1993 
as States completed their evaluations. Funding for this project considers additional State evaluations of this and 
as yet undefmed equipment and techniques that show promise. 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AIDS : Equipment loans, field and telephone technical assistance. .’ 

Asphalt Pavement Design and Copstpctioa .,. _ _ , _ “, _ . . . . _ _ 1 . ,). :‘---‘-. ..‘,.,I;” .‘< - . 
The asphalt pavement design and amstn&m technoloti group focuses on innovative techniques for design and 
construction of high performance asphalt pavements used in new construction, reconstruction. rehabilitation. 
restoration, or resurfacing. 

Since 1987, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has supported the “Development of Performance- 
RekispcciGcationsfaHighw8yC-” as one of its high priority research areas. Performance-related 
specifxations (PRS) require mat&is and construction testa, tk results of which correlate to a known degree 
with the performance of the completed product. A ties of FHWA, National Cooperative Highway Research 
Program (NCHRP), and State Planning and Rexarch (SP&R) studies have produd the initial framework and 
at least a partial system of PRS for hot mix asphalt pavement construction 

The focus in the PRS is on quality control of construction selecting the best available materials and establishing 
the mix and pavement designs. PRS addrtsscs three questions: 

e -_ whatquaii~wntrolmtsncaitobcIundu~ngconstructionto minim& premature fatigue 
- crackingornltdng? 

m What is the impact on the subsequent performance of deviations fkxn the target values of 
prxyxrtieaau&asdensityorasphaltcontenCorbotb? 
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TE-44 Electrochemical Chloride Extraction from Reinforced Concrete 
Structures 

DESCRIPTION : The objective of this project is to demonstrate and document the results established under 
the SHRP Stu&. A secondary objective is to work in conjunction with States, private sector, and academia to 
collect data on new structures protected using the chloride extraction method. Pilot projects will include 
installations on both the decks and substructures. 

BACKGROUND : Corrosion of reinforcing steel is recognized as one of the major contributors to the 
deterioration of reinforced concrete structures, and the chloride ions that penetrate to the level of the reinforcing 
bars are a critical element in the corrosion process. One technique for dealing with this problem is chloride 
exuaction The electrochemical extraction of chloride from concrete structures is accomplished by applying an 
anode and an electrolyte to the concrete surface and passing direct current (DC) between the anode and the 
reinforcing steel, which acts as a cathode. Since anions (negatively charged ions) migrate toward the anode, it 
is possible to cause the negatively charged chloride ions to migrate toward the anode and away from the steel. 
Chloride extraction is similar in principle to cathodic protection (CP). The major difference is in the magnitude 
of the current. which is about 100 to 500 tunes that used for cathodic protection. The total amount of charge 
(current time) applied for chloride extraction is about the same as a CP system would deliver over a period of 
about 10 years. The other imporu~ difknce is that chloride extraction is a short-term treatment, whereas 
cathodic protection is notmaily intent ,Jo remain in operation for the life of the structure. 

.:_ : - - - .., .. _ 
PROJECT MANAGER : Donald’i ia&& HTA-22, (202) 366-6770 

STATUS : A WI& orda with Vii and Scuth Dakota Dcpartmaus of Transportation to install and evaluate 
the elecnukmical chlori& extrx&t procedure was approved for a bridge carrying 34th Street over I-395 into 
Arlington. Virginia, and a bridge in Sioux City, South Dakota The procedure was installed on three sections of 
tk Virginia deck and three piers of the South Dakota bridge in the early spring of 1995. The procedure was also 
installed on three substructure piers on a stnxhxe in Chariottesville, Virginia, in the Spring of 1995. 

Open houses vvue held for tk Vii and South Dakota installations in August 1995. The Open Houses vvcre 
well attended. Ten States were reprcsuM at the Virginia Open House, and five at the South Dakota Open 
House. The South Dakota Open House took place on August 9,199s in Sioux City. F&y guests, representing 
Federal, State, academic and private sector organkations, attended each Open House. 
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